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Annual Report to the Corps
by the Engineer in Chief (Army)
INTRODUCTION
I FREQUENTLY find myself having to remind audi-

There are two areas of work within my own
Headquarters which deserve early mention and
which result directly from the development strategy. The first is the establishment of a public relations focus within Engineer 1, which branch I
have directed to develop a public relations strategy
for the Corps. The second is Engineer 2's work on
developing a doctrine for the Corps' role in
"building the peace." Our current operations in
Bosnia have brought this role into sharp focus and
we have much to offer in the way of expertise and
experience from within the regular and territorial
army ranks of the Corps.

ences around the Corps that, in these times,
change is here to stay and there is only one way to
tackle it; that is in terms of the opportunities it
offers. The Corps has always excelled in seizing
the initiative and I find we have been doing so
throughout this last year.
Readers of the Statement on Defence Estimates
will have noted that the Corps' operational tour
interval has, once again, been the lowest for the
Army at only 11 months for 1995/96, with little
alleviation forecast for 1996/97 at 12 months. This
reflects a Corps that is offering considerable opportunities to do the work we joined to do and to show
how vital a defence asset we are, with the versatility to work across the full spectrum of operations
from soft to hard security; nation building to war
fighting. I will return to Bosnia and our other operations later but would note here that despite these
pressures our manning and recruiting position
remains healthy, although I am not complacent.
Nor am I oblivious to the mounting pressure on the
members of the Corps and their families resulting
from such a short operational tour interval.
Considerable work is done by engineer commanders at all levels and within the Ministry of Defence
to ensure that we do not take on unnecessary tasks,
exercises or projects. In fact as I report further on,
we have had to turn down a number of attractive
and challenging projects this year which under
other circumstances we would have taken on. I am
concerned as to how we sustain our current level of
operational tasking and achieve a proper balance
between our training and operations.
The first task I set myself as Engineer in Chief
(Army) was to produce a Corps development strategy which would make visible to all, the direction in
which the Corps of Royal Engineers was heading. I
canvassed views across the Corps and from our
serving senior officers to ensure that not only was I
able to draw on their considerable wisdom and
experience but also to give some "ownership" of the
strategy to those who would be responsible for seeing it through in the coming years. The Strategy and
Mission Analysis was published in February and has
been widely circulated round the Corps.

OPERATIONS AND DEPLOYMENTS

Former Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY). Royal
Engineers' operations in FRY make a complicated
yet fascinating story in the finest traditions of the
Corps. There are accounts of ingenuity, initiative,
determination, persistence and bravery. Last year's
report left a cliff-hanger with 35 Engineer
Regiment at reduced notice to move to Bosnia, for
the second time in 12 months, to provide a "get
you in" package for 24 Airmobile Brigade.
However, that was just the start and the account
will be clearer if, with the benefit of hindsight, I
break it up into the five subsequent phases.
I.Situation August to December 1995. In August,
21 Engineer Regiment, with 1and 4 Field Squadrons,
7 HQ Squadron, 519 Specialist Team RE (Works)

and a detachment from 49 Field Squadron (EOD),
was the Operation Grapple BRITENGBAT with the
UN Protection Force. The hostage crisis had developed in June and the Anglo/French Rapid Reaction

Force was being prepared to deploy as the response to
that escalation.
35 Engineer Regiment with 44 HQ Squadron, 37 and
42 Field Squadrons reinforced by 45 Field Support
Squadron and 522 Specialist Team RE (Works), was
deployed to the infamous Ploce dockyard camp in
August to provide a main administrative base for the
3500 personnel of the brigade and the Combat Service
Support Group (UK) that was required to support the
increased deployment of UK troops on Operation
Grapple. The work completed included the provision
of tented accommodation and temporary ablution
areas, an emergency bulk-fuel installation, the brigade
command and control complex, an explosive storage
100
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area, the aviation battlegroup's hardstanding and many
other support services and facilities. Particularly
notable was the work required to provide support
facilities for the largest Army Air Corps deployment
ever undertaken. Winterization of the facilities was
also a main effort for the regiment, which completed
an astonishing amount of work, before departing in
November 1995.
51 Field Squadron, 24 Airmobile Brigade's integral
RE support, deployed with its parent brigade and was
committed to get-you-in work alongside 35 Engineer
Regiment. Unlike the regiment and the brigade,
51 Squadron did not leave the theatre at the end of
November but stayed on for a further, cold, four
weeks to complete fortification and winterization tasks
on Mount Igman.
Support was also provided to the HQs of 24 Airmobile
Brigade and the Rapid Reaction Force operational staff
by two detachments from Military Survey.
A further, but most significant, element of the force
enhancement was the deployment of a strong 6 Troop,
31 Armoured Engineer Squadron. In the event that the
situation had deteriorated and a break-in operation into
Sarajevo, or one of the enclaves, had become necessary
then these armoured engineers would have been the lead
element. Once again we are reminded that there comes a
time in war when Sappers have to go in front to open up
the way. "Follow the Sapper" is a timeless cry.
The deployment of the Rapid Reaction Force signalled a clear intention to the warring factions and created the conditions that allowed the Dayton Agreement
to be brokered and the Peace Implementation Force
(IFOR) to be deployed.
II. Transition from Grapple to Resolute. In October
1995, 38 Engineer Regiment had deployed with 5 and
11 Field Squadrons, 15 Field Park Squadron and
527 Specialist Team RE (Works) to take over from
21 Engineer Regiment as the final Operation Grapple
BRITENGBAT. Again a tremendous amount of work
was completed and an invaluable part of the regiment's task was to pave the way for IFOR's deployment over Christmas and New Year 1995/96. The land
element of IFOR was based on HQ Allied Rapid
Reaction Corps (ARRC) and consisted of three multinational divisions (MND) led by the USA, the UK and
France respectively:

.
MND(N)
(US lead)

ARRCD
nn

I

MND(SE)

MND(SW)

(France lead)

(UK lead)

4(UK) Armd Bde

CAN Bde

The deployment of the IFOR represented a change in
gear for all the UK Army elements, not least of all the
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Royal Engineers. 38 Engineer Regiment became the divisional general support engineer regiment. 32 Engineer
Regiment with 2 HQ Squadron, 26 Armoured Engineer
Squadron and 77 Armoured Engineer Squadron in the
mechanized field squadron role, deployed to provide
close support to 4 Armoured Brigade; and 49 Field
Squadron (EOD), and 527 Specialist Team RE (Works)
redeployed as divisional troops of the Multinational
Division South West which was headed up by HQ
3 (UK) Division. The organization of the UK Engineer
forces was:
MND(SW)
HQRE 3 (UK) Div

I
GS Engr Regt
38 Engr Regt

CS Engr Regt
32 Engr Regt

49 Fd Sqn
(EOD)(-)

527 STRE
(Wks)

The deployment began in earnest over Christmas and
the primary task was the provision of accommodation
for the 10,000-strong UK land contingent. Operational
requirements and procurement staff worked long hours
over the Christmas period preparing and responding to
urgent operational requirements for the accommodation required. Prefabricated camps for some 4250 soldiers were designed and procured in a little over 14
days which was a remarkable testimony to the drive
and determination of the staffs involved. HQ Engineer
Resources and Central Engineer Park played a vital
role in this work, and similarly in support of all our
operational deployments which should not pass without acknowledgement.
Unlike the MNDs, HQ ARRC did not have a "parent" nation to provide its corps-level troops. As the
UK is the framework nation for HQ ARRC, the key
HQ engineer staff, including the CE, are Royal
Engineers. For the IFOR deployment some enhancements were deployed from the UK and other nations.
As corps troops we deployed 62 CRE (Works) and
523 Specialist Team RE (Works) to provide the essential design facility at corps level. However, it was left
to the CE to assemble his own corps-level field engineers and it is a credit to him that by sheer dint of personality and determination he persuaded several
nations to provide the troops he needed. Going from
capital to capital he "begged, borrowed and stole" his
force. At the time of writing he commands a unique
multinational grouping of some 1700 engineers from
Hungary, Romania, Germany, Belgium and the UK; a
makeshift civilian field park for first-line engineer
stores; a very able design capability from our own
Military Works Force; and a geographic support group
(GSG) provided by 14 Topographic Squadron.
The GSG provides a full production capability for
maps, digital and psyops products. Additionally,
detachments from the squadron are deployed to support HQ IFOR, HQ ARRC, HQ Communications
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Zone Forward and each of the three HQ MNDs.
Finally, 19 Specialist Team RE was deployed in
support of the Royal Artillery's IFOR contingent.
This considerable commitment meant that some
70 per cent of the field element of Military Survey
was committed to Operation Resolute
III. Engineer Achievements of IFOR (so far). In
theatre the tasks built up quickly with freedom of
movement for IFOR and civilians as the priority.
Snow and ice clearance was an obvious requirement
but put out to contract as quickly as possible.
Locating and marking of minefields required ingenuity, patience, close liaison with the troops of the
former warring factions, as they are known, as well
as courage and skill. Construction of bridges to open
up routes quickly gathered a considerable momentum and in the last six months we, along with our
Hungarian, Romanian, US, French and German colleagues, have built a vast variety of bridges throughout Bosnia. The IFOR nations' sappers have built
Bailey bridges, Mabey Johnson bridges, railway
bridges, floating bridges, armoured engineer
bridges, in single and combination format, and
improvized timber bridges. The real effort, of
course, is aimed at returning the country to normal
life which, while not a military task per se, begins
with the military, and more specifically the Sappers,
"building the peace". In this respect the initiative of
Royal Engineers within MND(SW) as well as at HQ
ARRC has been vital. Discussions with the World
Bank and the Overseas Development Agency
(ODA) and other such organizations, have been held
to open the way for reconstruction to begin.
Additionally, the OC Engineer and Transport Staff
Corps, joined me on a recent visit to Bosnia to identify what assistance could be provided from that element of the Corps.
In a minute Baroness Chalker sent to the minister
for the armed forces following her visit to Bosnia in
May, she stated, under the heading, reconstruction,
"Cooperation between ODA and IFOR in implementing our initiative to kickstart rehabilitation is
outstanding. We owe a particular debt to the Royal
Engineers. They are working both with ODA and
with the local communities on a range of activities
from restoration of local water supplies to rehabilitation of schools and clinics."
The presence and threat from mines in Bosnia is a
great handicap to our operations. To help combat
this, an urgent operational requirement has been
endorsed to provide the Royal Engineers in theatre
with a route proving and marking system. The system, which is being deployed as I report, will enable
the rapid recovery of troops from a mined area,
prove routes through areas which may be mined
when access is deemed to be operationally essential
and prove routes to utilities that serve military bases.
Three systems are to be bought. Each will consist of

a flail, a mine detection and marking vehicle and
two mine protected vehicles to carry an EOD team.
IV. Operation Resolute 2. We have completed the
first roulement and, in chronological order,
38 Engineer Regiment has now handed over to
36 Engineer Regiment with 50 HQ Squadron,
20 Field Squadron, 69 Gurkha Field Squadron and
61 Field Support Squadron under command.
524 Specialist Team RE (Works) have taken over
from 527 Specialist Team RE (Works) to provide
the divisional design capability. More recently,
32 Engineer Regiment have been replaced by
22 Engineer Regiment with 6 HQ Squadron,
8 Armoured Engineer Squadron (in the mechanized
role) and 3 Armoured Engineer Squadron. (It is
good to have been able to deploy regiments with
their normal affiliated sub-units; although in both
cases you will realize that they are not complete in
that a squadron of each has remained at home.
While we aspire to continue to deploy regiments
with their own squadrons it is not the driver in
selecting who goes.) HQ 1 (UK) Armoured Division
have taken over from HQ 3 Division, with the
respective RE staff, with 21 Field Squadron (EOD)
having relieved 49 Field Squadron (EOD). Thus the
organization of the UK engineer forces is now:
MND(SW)
HQRE 1(UK) Div

GS Engr Regt
36EngrRegt

CS EngrRegt
22EngrRegt

21FdSqn
(EOD)(-)

524 STRE
(Wks)

64 CRE (Works) and 519 Specialist Team RE
(Works) are taking over from 62 CRE (Works) and
523 Specialist Team RE (Works) respectively and
13 Topographic Squadron, with supporting elements,
are taking over from 14 Independent Topographic
Squadron. 39 Engineer Regiment are due to relieve
36 Engineer Regiment in October and then all our
field engineer regiments will have completed at least
one tour in Bosnia, many two; some individuals have
completed three or more.
The Territorial Army's involvement in Operation
Resolute has been frequently highlighted by the
press and in the Corps most TA regiments have had
some soldiers called up, although not all have been
Sapper capbadged.
V. The Challenge Post Resolute. From the intimations of the various political leaders it is quite clear
that there will be some kind of force left in theatre
post-Resolute. The size remains to be determined
but we can be certain that it will be multinational
and include a UK contribution. We would be shortsighted if we did not plan on a regimental group
from the Corps being part of that force

l
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NORTHERN IRELAND

IN Northern Ireland the period has been dominated
by the US support to the peace negotiations,
including the visit by President Clinton, and the
subsequent breakdown of the cease-fire. On
Operation Descant, 9 Parachute Squadron took
over from 8 Armoured Engineer Squadron and
handed over to 53 Field Squadron. During the
cease-fire, community relations projects dominated the activities of 25 Engineer Regiment and
some of that work has continued in the somewhat
incident-free period that has existed since
8 February. However, the emphasis has been
squarely on the "resumption of violence" tagged
projects, such as the enhancement of the levels of
protection of military bases and the insertion of
traffic control measures. Other tasks have included
range and training area infrastructure tasks at
Ballykinler and Magilligan Training Centres.
As with Bosnia, military engineering in Northern
Ireland, and in particular community relations projects, remains a key part of the campaign plan to
restore the country to normality. There are clear
parallels between this element of internal security
operations and the "building the peace" task in
peace support operations such as in Bosnia.
The Adjutant General noted in his keynote
address to my conference this year, that in peace
support operations in Bosnia the other arms
often support the Royal Engineers and I would
contend that the same is true in Northern Ireland.
OTHER OPERATIONS

THE Falkland Islands is our other regular commitment on the operational tour plot and
59 Independent Commando Squadron, 34, 29
and 42 Field Squadrons have provided excellent
support there over the past year.
Operation Cornelius was the clearance of explosive ordnance, including chemical weapons, from
the Bramley Training Area near Basingstoke by
49 Field Squadron (EOD), supported by elements
of Military Survey, Engineer Resources, Military
Works Force and Central Volunteer HQ RE, from
May to November 1995. A total of approximately
7000 items were recovered, many of which were
live high explosive rather than chemical. Over and
above this, 33 Engineer Regiment (EOD) has supported all our major operational deployments as
well as regularly deploying on military aid to the
civil power operations here at home.
Last year my predecessor reported on the
deployment of 20 Field Squadron to Angola on
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Operation Chantress as part of the UN's Angola
Verification Mission Phase III. The squadron
had a most successful tour during which, in
addition to the UN support tasks completed, it
was able to undertake a number of humanitarian
aid tasks such as refurbishment of the Lobito
town water purification system and provision of
schooling facilities.
Montserrat has grumbled away, literally,
throughout the last year as Chance's Peak volcano threatens a major eruption. While
59 Independent Commando Squadron deployed a
troop in August 1995, Military Works Force has
deployed individuals and small detachments from
time to time as the threat increased. While on
Montserrat, the troop of 59 Squadron was able to
provide aid after the island was hit by a hurricane.
At the time of preparing my report the volcano
remained intact, although it seemed certain that
there would be an eruption imminently and a section from 39 Engineer Regiment was on 72 hours
notice to move.
The RE Air Support Group continued to provide support to the RAF on operations in FRY
and northern and southern Iraq. Additionally, we
now maintain one of the air support squadrons
of 39 Engineer Regiment as the in-role air support squadron. The nominated squadron is the
first in line to provide operational or training
support to the RAF wherever it may be required.
This is yet another example of our wider role in
support of defence and not just the Army.
In addition to work in Bosnia, personnel from
19 Specialist Team RE have undertaken survey
tasks in Mozambique, Northern Ireland and
Lebanon over the last year.
Finally, we have continued to deploy short
term training teams to various locations; most
recently to Zimbabwe and Ghana in January
1996 to cover combat engineering. The requirement for "just in time" pre-deployment training
support from the Royal School of Military
Engineering continues.
PROJECTS AND EXERCISES

IN addition to the operational deployments, we
continue to play a major part in all-arms exercises
and to conduct our own projects and exercises,
despite our activities here being severely curtailed
because of our operational commitments. After
being the only arm to take part in every Exercise
Medicine Man in 1995, we have had to limit our
participation on Exercises Medicine Man 3 to 6 in
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1996 to the mechanized elements only. Both
Exercises Sailfish (Belize) and Oakapple (Kenya)
have been covered by Military Works Force providing project management with locally employed
labour instead of the more traditional squadronsized projects. Moreover, we have cancelled our
participation in the 1996 Army Field Training
Centre projects which have now been put out to
contract, while the Tidworth Demolition Bridge
has been slipped from this year's programme.
Similarly, we cancelled this year's Exercises
Seventeenth Shot and Northern Quest in Gibraltar
and Norway respectively.
Exercise Holdfast 96 was a project involving
67 Gurkha Independent Field Squadron, The
Queen's Gurkha Engineers, assisting the Royal
Nepalese Army Engineers to build a road from
Katari to Okhaldunga in east Nepal. I was fortunate enough to visit this exercise and see for
myself the superb training value of the project as
well as the benefits it brought to the local population. And Exercise Pinestick (Cyprus) was undertaken by 60 HQ and Support Squadron which
reconstructed and refurbished Bloodhound Camp.
Exercise Purple Star was a combined/joint formation training exercise for 3 Commando Brigade
and 5 Airborne Brigade on the east coast of the
USA. Both 59 Independent Commando Squadron
and 9 Parachute Squadron supported their parent
formations on this major field training exercise
which in many ways was a prelude to the operational readiness of the new Joint Rapid
Deployment Force (JRDF) and Permanent Joint
Headquarters (PJHQ) at Northwood. Furthermore,
we supported many all-arms exercises including
two Exercises Grand Prix in Kenya, two
Exercises Trumpet Dance in the USA, three
Exercises Pond Jump West in Canada and
Exercise HardFallin Norway.
ORGANIZATION CHANGES

THs year has been one of settling in to new organizations rather than major changes. My own HQ is
now well established in its new leaner organization,
the Directorate of Engineer Support (Army) has
relocated to Andover with the QMG's staff, and
HQ RE TA is now in place in Gibraltar Barracks.
The Corps will sponsor the Civil Affairs Group,
which the Front Line First Study directed should
be established, and it will rely on the Specialist
TA and be centred on our Central Volunteer HQ.
Military Survey has seen the formation of the
post of Director Geographic Field Support as part

of the agency, as well as the establishment of the
Field Support Office at 42 Survey Engineer
Group. The task of the Field Support Office is to
develop new computer systems and manage inservice IT equipment. 16 Survey Support
Squadron was formed on 27 September 1995 as
the reincarnation of 16 Field Squadron, which had
been disbanded when 25 Engineer Regiment reroled to Northern Ireland.
The UK engineer parks have been subsumed
within HQ Engineer Resources and Long
Marston has four detachments at Stirling, Ripon,
Waterbeach and Longmoor.
Restructuring of the TA is complete but our allocation of permanent staff has not been as large as
we had hoped and there is still some equipment
redistribution to be completed.
A small addback of 37 posts in the final rounds
of Long Term Costing 96 has allowed us to keep
522 Specialist Team RE (Works) at Hameln and
form a new specialist team RE (air support) which
will subsume the RE Air Support Group Technical
Wing staff and include a new bulk petroleum section; thus meeting one of the major shortcomings
of our support to the RAF. The bulk petroleum
section of the specialist team will be located with
516 Specialist Team RE (Bulk Petroleum) at
Chilwell in peacetime, to allow better training and
operational (short of general war) opportunities.
521 Specialist Team RE (Water Development) is
also being enhanced to give it a roulement capability. These measures will ease the tour interval
pressure within the Military Works Force which
has been deploying 50 per cent of its Specialist
Teams RE (Works) assets on each roulement of
Operation Resolute.
The proposed move of Engineer Resources to
Chilwell prompted the Engineer Logistic Review
which reported at the end of 1995. The major conclusion was that non-core activities for the Royal
Engineers should be disaggregated to the appropriate parts of the logistic organization. The implications of this and the work to implement the consequent recommendations are still being worked
out as we go to press but the intention is quite
clear and that is that the customer at first line
should receive an even better service.
DOCTRINE
ENGINEER 2's work with the Directorate of Land

Warfare on BA 2000, which you were introduced to last year, has centred on the 3-functional area steering groups covering combined
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end of 1997 medium girder bridge will only be
found in support of the airborne, airmobile and
commando brigades; elsewhere only in its overbridge form. M3 is now in production and
23 Amphibious Engineer Squadron are preparing
themselves for the delivery of the first rigs later
on this year. Much publicity has been given to the
equipment bridges built in Bosnia by ourselves,
the French, the Americans and most recently the
Germans and we have now begun the process to
find a suitable similar bridge to bring into service
by 1998 as our new logistic bridge to replace
Bailey (which is only 56 years old!)
The project to replace our Chieftain engineer
tanks has been renamed Future Engineer Tanks
to reflect that the feasibility study, which is to
change and Development Agenda 96 and will
start shortly, will consider off-the-shelf soluinvolve us in much work.
tions. A Challenger-based tank remains the most
Since last year the various doctrine papers being
likely replacement.
staffed have included:
The good news is that our ageing and very
* Engineer Support to Peace Support Operations being
slow Chieftains will be replaced from 2001.
published as Army TacticalDoctrine Note 32.
Mines have become a high profile issue with the
* Command and Control of Engineers within the
international campaign to ban land mines and the
Division and TacticalHandling of VLSMS being given
government's announced intention to work
Army wide circulation prior to publication as Army
towards a total worldwide ban on the use of
TD Notes.
antipersonnel mines. The pressure of this new pol* Tactical Handling of Engineer Recce being passed to
icy requires that we are more than ever sure of our
Director Royal Armoured Corps for use as RE input to
ground when preparing mine procurement policy.
to
reconnaissance,
on
note
doctrine
tactical
an all-arms
Of particular interest in our future mines probe developed during the coming year.
* Tactical Handling of BR90 and Engineer Logistics
gramme I would draw to your attention:
within the Division still being refined but should be
ACEATM (aimed controlled-effect anti-tank
endorsed by the Corps by the end of this year.
mine) where development is now complete and
the long series of proving and evaluation trials of
The issue of the HigherLevel Doctrine Handbook
this new side-attack mine has begun. To date it
publication
initial
is imminent and contains in its
looks a very promising system.
two papers related to engineer matters:
Shielder is the name given to our new vehicle* Mine Counter-MeasureDoctrine.
scatterable mine system (hitherto known
launched
* The Requirementfor Future Mine Systems.
by its acronym VLSMS) for which a contract for
29 systems has now been let with the US firm
Finally, there has been considerable work on the
Alliant Techsystems which produces the Volcano
preparation and staffing of doctrine papers on the
scatterable mine system for the US army. The sysissues:
service
following joint/combined
tem will be mounted on a flat-bed Alvis Stormer
* RE Air Support.
and will enter service in 1999. Unlike Volcano,
* Explosive Ordnance Disposal.
Shielder will not launch antipersonnel mines.
At last a new hand-held mine detector is entering
EQUIPMENT
service. The Ebinger Ebex 420 Pi is replacing the
IT has been an exciting year for equipment, espeaged, if not senile, Mk 4c with which many succescially bridging. We have seen BR 90 close supsive generations of the Corps have become familiar.
organizatraining
the
port bridges coming into
There are two mine detection programmes,
tion. The first of these, the tank bridge transporter
MINDER (mine detection, neutralization and
is particularly impressive, as the motoring press
route marking) and REMIDS (remote minefield
have already noted, and this bodes well for the
detection system). REMIDS is the subject of a
support
general
The
fleet.
90
BR
the
of
remainder
technology demonstrator programme lasting five
bridge will appear in units next year and by the

arms, support arms and logistics. An additional
forum is the already established Arms and
Services Development Group. My staff attend the
meetings of these working groups.
Future work on BA 2000 will be through
ACGS's development agenda. This agenda will be
taken annually by the Executive Committee of the
Army Board and will consist of three parts:
* a trend analysis relating to the strategic environment
and other factors relevant to defence,
* a set of assumptions against which the agenda for that
year will be set,
*the agenda itself which lays out the aim of specific
studies - by whom and in what priority.
It is in effect dealing with the management of
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years which is designed to identify and show the
suitability of current technology to meet the
requirement to detect surface-laid mines and
minefields. MINDER, on the other hand, is being
taken forward as a NATO project, at least for the
pre-feasibility study which is to report by
September 1996. Both these programmes are technically ambitious and the staged approach being
taken should be both cost effective and affordable
although there is considerable pressure to find a
"magic" technological solution.
The explosive ordnance disposal world has taken
delivery of the new ASH Database (appropriately
named after the veteran bomb disposal officer and
EODTIC Custodian, Arthur S Hogben). The
major task of loading the system has begun; this
will provide the bomb disposal engineer in the
field with access to the most up to date information on the munitions he is likely to encounter in
the theatre of operations.
The two airfield damage repair projects, armoured
heavy wheeled tractor and flush capping, have continued to move forward significantly with tenders
being invited for both items; I am pleased to be
reporting no programme slippage.
As ever, procurement plans change as projects
develop and different options are explored. Thus it
is with Terrier, the replacement for the combat
engineer tractor, where feasibility studies have
since confirmed that an off-the-shelf purchase will
not be possible. Development funding has been
reinstated in the programme but the need to carry
out development has pushed the in-service date
- hack a year to 2006.
Military Survey has a new range of vehiclemounted container systems coming into service
including the geographic support system and a vehicle mounted TACISYS which will provide terrain
analysis and digital geographic support to formations.
Digitization is one area where we need to be
more pro-active, as Sappers. Our surveyors may
be setting the pace here with the latest developments in mapping and terrain visualization but our
overall military engineering command and control
has some ground to make up in harnessing the latest technology.
TRAINING ISSUES

THE pace of change in the training world continues unabated. Last year General DZ reported on
the "miracle of crisis management" achieved by
the RSME and this year the school has continued
to achieve the near impossible of examining itself

in-depth while continuing to run a vast array of
courses. The two most significant training issues
are the birth of the Army Individual Training
Organization (AITO) and the progress of the RE
Employment Structure Review (REESR).
The AITO was launched on 1 April 1996 and
has responsibility for all individual training conducted within the Army's many schools and training establishments.
The REESR implementation plan, agreed in July
1995, is well underway. A most significant part of
the work is the comprehensive analysis of every
trade in the Corps, for which we have drawn in 18
WO2s/SNCOs from across the Corps to assist the
RE Training and Development Team to complete
this work. Commanding officers, squadron commanders, supervisors and tradesmen throughout
the Corps have been questioned in detail and their
responses used in this in-depth review. Revised
combat courses started in mid-1996 and the new
trade courses will begin to be introduced from
early next year.
At the RSME(Chatham), Command Wing has
moved into its new purpose-built facility. At
Minley there have been great strides in the development of the training area driven by the
Battlefield Engineering Wing. This year has seen
the following improvements:
*The construction of an excellent RE demolition training bridge by Military Works Force and 9 Parachute
Squadron.
*The construction of a permanent bridging gap adjacent
to Hawley Hill by 77 Engineer Regiment (Volunteers).
*The refurbishment of the station training theatre in the
SSVC Cinema.
Last year's report introduced the government's
competing for quality programme in respect of
both Minley and Chatham. The feasibility study
for Minley identified contractorization of facilities management as the only likely option, whilst
that at Chatham places greater emphasis on the
private finance initiative programme as the way
ahead. The potential for private sector use of the
excellent training and teaching facilities at RSME
is obvious and we can expect to see this initiative
developing in the coming year. While work has
been underway throughout the last year on the
duplication of trades and training within the
Army, no firm conclusions have been published
yet. Similarly, the study into the future options for
the RSME is only just getting underway and will
not report until November 1996.
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One result of the many studies alluded to has
been the welcome decision to retain apprentice
training. A new Army Apprentice College will
be formed in Rowcroft Barracks, Arborfield in
September 1996 and, over the following
18 months, it is planned that the Royal Signals,
Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers,
Royal Logistic Corps and Royal Engineers
apprentice wings (in that order) will move there.
In recognition of the fact that the single entry
system is failing to attract enough recruits, the
executive committee of the Army Board has
commissioned a study into the reintroduction of
junior leaders. Initially it is intended only to
recruit junior leaders into the Royal Armoured
Corps, Royal Artillery and Infantry to address
their serious manning shortfalls. However, I shall
continue to fight for the Corps to be included
thereafter; I am convinced we need them.
A considerable amount of work has been undertaken by my staff to revise our boat operator and
watermanship safety officer training to bring it up
to a standard acceptable to the Army Department
Maritime Inspector. This has now been completed
and the requirement is with the Director of
Individual Training Policy (Army) and AITO staff
for inclusion in the RSME programme. The
requirement represents an increase in training and
therefore resources.
We are currently overtraining our troop commanders and not moving them into units soon
enough. Presently, the RE troop commanders
course (RETCC) is 29 weeks long and, because
the output from RMAS does not align neatly with
the start of the RETCC, troop commanders often
have to spend up to five months on a unit attachment before they can join the RETCC. As a result,
for those on short service commissions (SSC), one
third of their service will be of no direct benefit to
the Corps. Work is now in hand to seek ways in
which the RETCC can be shortened, with accompanying reductions to pre-course attachments. A
reduced pilot course will start in January 1997 and
a more thorough review will be conducted in 1997
with a view to introducing the established course
in January 1998.
There would be a number of advantages to both
the individual and the Corps if officers who complete the professional engineer training courses
(PET) at RSME could also gain a weapons staff
qualification. Discussions with the Royal Military
College of Science (RMCS) and Cranfield
University indicate that it may be possible for
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Cranfield to accredit the PET courses thus allowing graduates to gain a MSc degree which might
then allow these officers to compete for weapons'
staff jobs with those officers, of all arms and services, who have completed the Defence
Technology Course at RMCS. Colonel RSME
(Chatham) is leading the negotiations with the
aim of achieving accreditation in time for the start
of the next PET courses in October 1996.
MANNING AND RECRUITING

MANY of you will know that all army personnel
matters, except the formulation of policy, will be
undertaken from the Army Personnel Centre
(APC) in Glasgow by mid-1997. Due to the simultaneous departure of Colonel PB7 and the officer
in charge of the RE Manning and Record Office
(REMRO) and the imminent move to Glasgow,
both branches have been operating under a single
branch head, "Colonel RE Manning", since
October 1995. Faced with the move to the APC,
with smaller staff but better IT, both REMRO and
PB7 are taking the opportunity to review their procedures. The aim is to provide a more forwardlooking, long-term service which addresses the
current and future needs of the Corps and maximizes the potential of its officers and soldiers.
REMRO will form the RE Soldier Manning and
Career Management Division, part of the miniAPC, in Glasgow from September 1996. It is
planned that PB7 join in December 1996, to complete the RE MCM Div. From autumn this year
joint officer/soldier unit visits will be conducted.
Officer Manning and Career Matters. Unlike
some other arms, the Corps' officer manning state
has remained healthy throughout the year. There
are some imbalances, with a seven per cent shortfall of subalters, offset by seconded Canadians,
short service volunteer commissioned officers and
captains completing troop commanders tours.
There is also a shortage of senior majors. The professionally qualified engineer (PQE) roster is
healthy, and the past imbalance between disciplines is being made up by increasing numbers
attending the electrical and mechanical course.
The number of technical posts available for PQE
majors and lieutenant colonels has also increased
but the majority of majors still compete for
squadron command appointments. The garrison
engineers appear to be in balance, but this masks a
potentially serious shortage of mechanicals. The
survey roster looks in good shape, although one
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brigadier post has been cut. A career in the survey
or PQE stream seems to appeal to sufficient quality officers, and respective MSc and professional
engineer statuses are clearly prized.
The current projection for premature voluntary
release for officers is that we will remain under the
30 per annum rate, which is a healthy and sustainable figure for the Corps. This does not imply, of
course, that PB7 or those in the chain of command
can afford to disregard the pressures that may
cause the rate to climb.
SSC extensions are now more readily available,
and can be granted by PB7. Applications are not
merely "rubber-stamped", and quality still rules,
but we are keen, where appropriate, to extend
officers to complete a further whole tour, and to
allow PB7 and the officer to plan ahead to conversion or departure. Conversion from a special
regular commission (SRC) or SSC to regular
commission (Reg C) remains difficult. In the
longer term a single initial commission may be
introduced. The trend is therefore firmly towards
later and competitive selection for conversion to
Reg C being the norm.
The Sapper pink list quota for mainstream officers seems to be settling down at around 14 a year.
The special list system has remained the subject of
much discussion over the last year; to date there
has been no decision on its future other than no
change for now.
The late entry (LE ) drawdown has now been
completed and the LE officer strength of 235 currently matches the manpower planning target for
1997. However, there remains a structural imbalance, not rectified by the redundancy programme,
which centres on a surplus of Reg C(LE) majors.
This will work itself out in time. The employment
of LE lieutenant colonels has generated a great
deal of discussion as the majority of LE lieutenant
colonels are currently filling established majors
appointments. PB7 together with Engineer I and
other interested parties have recently addressed the
issue and are in the process of establishing eight
El lieutenant colonel posts. In addition, we should
expect to fill two E2 appointments. In future, on
promotion, LE lieutenant colonels will be posted
into an established appointment.
Soldier Manning and Career Matters. The
Corps' soldier manning is just in surplus, which is
again in marked contrast to other teeth arms;
indeed we are the only teeth arm in surplus. The
Infantry, the Gunners and Royal Armoured Corps

are all in significant deficit. However, it will be no
surprise to know that the Corps continues to be
short of drivers, combat signallers, fitters heating,
ventilation and air conditioning and geographic
technician tradesmen. There are no easy solutions
to this imbalance but REMRO has been posting
our surplus of plant operator mechanics to regiments as drivers and will continue to do so.
Clearly, emphasis on recruiting is necessary for
these deficit trades, although pay banding for combat signallers is also a well known concern.
Both 9 Parachute Squadron and 59 Independent
Commando Squadron are significantly undermanned and have been for some time. Initiatives
taken by the squadrons' parent brigades on the
selection procedures may see more volunteers
qualifying without dropping the standard.
However, in order to stem the decline in capability, some blue beret soldiers are being posted to
59 Squadron until the situation improves.
Over the past 12 months there has been a small
but perceptible rise in the number of soldiers who
have given notice or applied for premature voluntary release. This may imply dissatisfaction with
tour intervals. However, this is set against a number of soldiers who have asked to withdraw their
notice (16 in the past four months). I conclude that
while there is potential for losses to reach serious
levels, the current position is manageable but we
must monitor it carefully.
From April 1997 all private soldiers, including
sappers, will have an annual confidential report. It
is to be completed by an officer, or exceptionally
by a warrant officer, and is to be held in the unit
P File until the soldier is promoted to lance corporal, when the reports will be sent to RE MCM Div.
Recruiting of our soldiers is considerably better
than all other parts of the army, but is still approximately five per cent under our manpower target,
which disguises the problems in specific trades
referred to earlier.
REGIMENTAL AFFAIRS

MAJOR General F G Sugden CB CBE was
appointed Representative Colonel Commandant for
1996. The following were appointed Colonels
Commandant: Major General G W Field CB OBE
in March 1996 and Major General P J Sheppard CB
CBE in April 1996. The Right Honorable the Lord
Goold, Brigadier J N H Lacey OBE and Lieutenant
Colonel R B Hawken were appointed respectively
as Honorary Colonels for 71 (Scottish), 72 (Tyne
Electrical Engineer) and 75 Engineer Regiments
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(Volunteers). Major General A D Pigott CBE
assumed the appointment of Colonel, The Queen's
Gurkha Engineers. Colonel R J Sandy has taken
over as Regimental Colonel.
We have had few national events this year other
than the Gulf War memorial service at St Paul's
Cathedral which the representative Colonel
Commandant and other members of the Corps who
had served in the Gulf attended. As a Corps we celebrated our long association with Gibraltar by
establishing a formal alliance with the Gibraltar
Regiment and marking the occasion with a parade
which the Chief Royal Engineer and I attended. The
Corps was represented on parade by 127 (Sussex
Yeomanry) Field Squadron (Volunteers) of
78 Engineer Regiment (Volunteers) and the Corps
band. Two sad events were our farewell to
Nienburg when 21 Engineer Regiment moved to
Osnabriick and the final closure of the Mobile
Civilian Artisan Groups. The Chief Royal
Engineer, accompanied by the Regimental Colonel,
attended parades marking both events in March
this year and then in May the celebration of
28 Engineer Regiment's 25th anniversary. We will
mark the disbandment of 67 Gurkha Squadron in
Hong Kong on 6 September 1996 at a parade to be
attended by Major General A D Pigott CBE and
the Regimental Colonel.
A small but significant addition to army and
Corps dress regulations is the formal adoption of
the MacLaren tartan by 76 Engineer Regiment
(Volunteers).
Development of the museum courtyard is continuing and will house a display of Corps history
covering the period since the end of World War
Two. The courtyard display will be opened officially on 3 October 1996. The raising of private
finances to provide for the future running of the
museum continues and has now reached a total of
some £160K. We have a museum of which to be
proud. All officers are encouraged to support the
Corps museum by visiting, encouraging others to
visit and by general donation which, because of its
charitable status, can be gift aided or covenanted.
Staying with funds, the Corps Treasurer,
Lieutenant Colonel A J Hicks, retired in July 1996
after seven years in the appointment. He has done
a great deal to consolidate and improve the Corps'
funds. Over recent years the annual subscription to
Corps Funds has fallen as the numbers in the
Corps have reduced, but prudent investment has
meant that our investment income has just about
offset this reduction so that our annual income to
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Corps Funds has remained steady. The new Corps
Treasurer is Lieutenant Colonel R F Wilsher.
Corps Funds are available for sports, adventure
training and worthwhile Corps activities if a properly presented and justified case is put forward to
RHQ RE. Annual expenditure on benevolence
over recent years has remained at around £350K,
some 28 per cent of the expenditure of Corps
Funds. Although the majority of individuals
helped are former members of the Corps, benevolence funds can be, and are, used to assist serving
members of the Corps where other sources of help
are either not available or insufficient.
Membership of the RE Association remains at a
fairly steady state but we are looking to the future
to see how we can make the REA branches more
relevant and more attractive to those about to
leave the serving Corps.
There are 35 former members of the Corps as In
Patients in the Royal Hospital. They much appreciate the affiliation they each have with their former regiment or squadron and the opportunities to
visit those units from time to time.
The Corps band recently underwent its fiveyearly inspection by the Inspector of Army Music
when it was put through its paces in an impressive
and rigorous test of every department (drill,
turnout, versatility, musical ability and general
musical knowledge). As a result of that inspection
the band was graded "Excellent". We have a band
of which to be extremely proud. Funding of the
band's uniform and musical instruments has now
been taken on by MOD.
SPORT
NOTWITHSTANDING the severe pressures on units,

we can again be justly proud of our sporting
achievements . In soccer, 28 Engineer Regiment
re-established its prowess by winning the Army
Cup beating the Cheshire Regiment, 2-0.
1996 has marked the 150th anniversary
(Sesquicentenary) of the founding of the Royal
Engineer Boat Club which became the Royal
Engineer Yacht Club in 1864. The club has had an
auspicious history being the senior service yacht
club, instrumental in founding the Royal Ocean
Racing Club and the only service club to have had
an entry in every Fastnet Race since its inception
in 1925. Club yachts were second (Fulmar)in that
year and won (Ilex) in 1926. Last year's Fastnet
results were too late for my report and reflected
the Corps' continuing strength on the ocean
where Right Royal took the Culdrose Trophy for
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the first service yacht at the Fastnet Rock. The
Club's patron, His Royal Highness The Prince
Philip Duke of Edinburgh KG KT OM GBE,
was guest of honour at this year's REYC dinner
in the Corps' HQ Mess.
The Corps' Rowing Club was originally part of
the Royal Engineer Boat Club and so celebrates its
Sesquicentenary along with the yacht club. It is
timely, therefore, and highly commendable that
the army team of four that won three gold medals
at the World Rowing Veterans Championships,
contained three Sapper officers. Moreover, this
year the club won the HM Forces Pennant at the
"Head of the River Race" in London for the first
time ever and regained the Joint Services Coxless
Fours trophy at the Joint Services Regatta.
We were, once again, dominant in the Devizes
to Westminster Canoe Race and were the first
service team home.
At cricket 42 Survey Engineer Group maintained their high standard but were not quite able
to repeat last year's victory and were runners up
in the Army Minor Units Cup.
Likewise our Corps squash team were runners
up in the Inter-Corps championships but
39 Engineer Regiment are to be congratulated on
being Army Major Unit Champions.
On the piste 35 Engineer Regiment won the
Princess Marina Trophy for the best combined
nordic and alpine skiing results at the army
championships.
Our boxing achievements continue to be considerable both at individual and unit level.
59 Independent Commando Squadron retained
the Army Minor Units title defeating 216 Signals
Squadron. Individually, Sapper Watts (super
heavyweight) won the Amateur Boxing
Association final and Lance Corporal Powell
(light welterweight) was the Welsh Amateur
Boxing Association runner up.
In hockey 42 Survey Engineer Group won the
Army Minor Units Cup. In badminton the Corps
were runners up in the Inter-Corps championships.
And at Bisley the Corps retained the Inter-Corps
Full Bore Target Rifle Championships.
On the Corps rugby front, 9 Parachute Squadron
won the Army Minor Units Cup and the Corps
was second in the Corps' Merit League 1. Within
the Corps, 3 RSME Regiment beat 1 RSME
Regiment in the Fern Cup and in the Campbell
Cup beat 21 Engineer Regiment. We have had at
least three players in the army side but must also
note, on the subject of individual ability, that the

move to professional status by the respective
Rugby Unions has, inevitably, cost us at least two
excellent players, and soldiers.
Finally, I am pleased to report on our successes
in the fencing world. At the 1996 Army Fencing
Championships, 1 RSME Regiment won the InterUnit three-man team event and the under 20 interunit six-man team event; Lieutenant Colonel N A
Sutherland OBE won the individual epee and foil
titles and Apprentice Tradesman Ravers of
1 RSME Regiment won the under 20 Champion at
Arms title. Furthermore, we can bask in some
reflected glory from the achievements of Corporal
J Williams of 503 Specialist Team RE (Bulk
Petroleum)(Volunteers) who is now the Great
Britain National Sabre Champion and will be the
only fencer representing Great Britain at the forthcoming Olympic Games in Atlanta, Georgia. We
wish him well.
ADVENTURE TRAINING
GIVEN the operational pressures we are under
there is little time for any adventure training.
However, expeditions are taking place and you
can read of them regularly in Sappermagazine. I
congratulate all those who apply their initiative
and dedication to organizing and leading these
expeditions; without them we would be much
the poorer. There are three major expeditions I
wish to draw to your attention.
Exercise Southern Ocean was the recovery of a
35ft cutter that had run into difficulty on a singlehanded circumnavigation and been left at
Grytvicken, South Georgia. The expedition which
was undertaken by a major, a lance corporal and a
sapper, required that the boat was first refurbished
- to some extent this is a euphemism for rebuilt before the three set sail to deliver the boat 3000
miles northeast to Cape Town. The account of the
24-day jourey through icebergs and the Roaring
Forties makes most exciting reading and fully
reflects what adventure training is all about.
As I write, six Royal Engineers, including the
expedition leader, are taking part in the British
Services Gasherbrum Expedition to attempt the
first unaided (without oxygen) British ascent of
Gasherbrum 1 (26,470ft) and the concurrent
ascent of another, nearby, Himalayan peak in
excess of 20,000ft.
This year the millennium has been brought
sharply into focus at national level. It seems
appropriate, therefore, to make early mention of
an Army Mountaineering Association expedition
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that is in the early stages of planning and is being
led by a Royal Engineer. The Roof of the World
Expedition aims to climb the highest mountains on
each of the seven continents of the world in a continuous operation during the year 2000. The expedition will climb the mountains in the order:
Vinson, Aconcagua, Carstenz Pyramid, McKinley,
Kilimanjaro, Elbrus and Everest in what is likely
to be the biggest and most challenging expedition mounted in the services since "Scott went to
the Antarctic."
MS APPOINTMENTS

WE are maintaining our two-star influence. Major
General C L Elliot MBE assumed his appointment
as the Director General of Individual Training and
first Chief Executive of the AITO on 1 April
1996. Major General K O'Donoghue CBE succeeded Major General P J Sheppard CB CBE as
Chief of Staff, HQ QMG in May 1996. In July
1996, Major General R A Oliver OBE assumed
the appointment of Chief of Staff HQ AG.
HONOURS AND AWARDS

THE honours and awards received by members of
the Corps during the last year are as follows: one
CBE, four OBEs, 16 MBEs and one Queen's
Gallantry Medal. In addition, Brigadier J D
Moore-Bick, currently CE ARRC, has been decorated with the Hungarian Military Order 1st Class,
a singular distinction; the first to be conferred on a
NATO officer and the highest ever awarded to a
non-Hungarian. The matter of honours and awards
is debated with much emotion these days. I
encourage each commanding officer to ensure that
no event or contribution that he believes deserves
public recognition should pass without being submitted for an appropriate award.
SUMMARY

I AM certain that change will continue, driven by
technology, social attitudes, funding pressures
and a whole host of other factors. Whatever
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future conflicts we may be engaged in and for
whatever reasons, the purpose of our involvement may become increasingly difficult to quantify. The simple maxim of "Queen and Country"
is being overtaken by "Great Britain plc" as a
justification for much of our operational tasking.
I do not know what operations I will be reporting
on this time next year but I expect there to be one
or two that neither the military operations, nor
the new Permanent Joint HQ staff are aware of at
the moment. These are challenging and exciting
times in which we soldier, providing a plethora
of opportunities in many fields, especially in
operations, for the Corps to demonstrate its many
diverse skills and talents. Officers and soldiers at
all levels with vision and initiative will seize
these chances.
One result of the current emphasis on construction engineering is that we are now portrayed
rather too much as a technical Corps than a combat support arm. Clearly we are both but we must
retain a balance in our training and ethos if we are
to attract and retain the future young officers and
soldiers who will serve the Corps and the army
most effectively.
Finally, it has been an excellent year for the
Corps and our reputation in Bosnia, Northern
Ireland, the Falkland Islands, Cyprus and elsewhere is second to none. It has, however, been the
busiest I can recall since I joined the Sappers 29
years ago, with 2000 soldiers on operations and a
further 1500 training to roule them; up to 40 per
cent of the Corps. The pressure of a real task is
always to be preferred to the alternative of looking
for work and we have the satisfaction of being
exceptionally useful. Nevertheless, our units and
individuals need to feel valued and their continuing efforts and motivation cannot be taken for
granted. Wherever I visit the Corps I see sound,
solid leadership at all levels, a sense of pragmatic
realism and exceptional commitment from all
ranks. The Corps is certainly earning its pay and I
feel enormously proud to be the Engineer in Chief.

Colonel Emeritus Professor Sir Alan Harris CBE
How Engineers Engineer p112
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typically of two sorts, making a useful thing or
contriving action to achieve a useful outcome.
Both form part of engineering; the second is, perhaps, more peculiarly part of military engineering,
in that action is essentially linked with time. Both
are subject to a preliminary activity called variously "design" and "planning;" the words are virtually synonymous, and imply asking such
questions as "what is to be made or done, how and
what is needed for the purpose?", and terminates
with instructions adequate for execution. The
sequence of processes entailed in the procedure of
carrying out engineering works or operations correspond, though sketchily, to the time-honoured
formula for the "appreciation of a situation" which
went, did it not, something along these lines;
"Purpose (nowadays, doubtless in deference to
mid-Atlantic English, it is mission - we shall see
later that the difference between a purpose and a
mission is substantial), factors, courses open,
courses adopted, plan."
Let us set against this the stages typical of an
engineering operation, whether of planning, or
of design.
Appreciation of the task. This comes first. It is
rare that an engineer is master of what the task is to
be, he is usually acting under instructions.
Nonetheless, his role begins now; his client/superior officer will have an idea of what he wants, but
the engineer may know more of what he could
have; it is the engineer's responsibility to explore
what is really needed, and he will not hesitate to
return to the originator if new possibilities are
revealed later in the process. It is here that the purpose/mission distinction becomes clear. A purpose
leaves the engineer free to contribute, a mission is
an order which the engineer has to execute by such
means as he can. The mission is indeed a problem
which the engineer must solve; a purpose leaves
him free to make an engineering contribution to
deciding what is to be done. It is good that engineers start by rebutting the quip that they know
everything about what they are doing except
"why." Their starting point should be a clear understanding, not only of what they are to do, but why.
Information. He must gather all the information
he can about the task, starting with the physical
data, whether geographical, meteorological or
tidal, then passing to the availability of materials,
labour and plant and including all matters concerned in the total function: what are the likely
unspecified loads, what is the probable ill-use or
misuse, are changes of use to be expected?
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Conception and appraisal of possible
schemes. Now the real work starts. The engineer
meditates on all the knowledge he has gained, seeking in his mind a concept of a scheme which will
satisfy the requirements of its intended function.
Sometimes an idea will spring to mind of startling
completeness; sometimes it doesn't. So it goes. The
computer can help greatly in visualizing ideas and
in facilitating their development. But without that
intense meditation nothing will happen.
Usually, there will follow a string of ideas which
must be subject to critical appraisal - good engineers are as notable for the acuity with which they
examine their own ideas as for the fecundity with
which they produce them; both creative and critical faculties are equally necessary.
Having conceived an idea, the engineer will
appraise it against three criteria: functional soundness, economy in execution and reliability in use.
Questions of functional soundness may well
prompt a return to the promoter - either negatively
by indicating unrealistic requirements, or positively, indicating unexpected possibilities. As for
economy, the designer must know how the work is
to be built; in general, if he can think of one way,
there will be six; if he can think of none, then none
there probably is. But economy is more closely
related to simplicity of execution than it is to quantities of material. A method of construction that
proceeds simply with successive operations following one another smoothly with no back-tracking or
interference is the best assurance of economy.
At this stage there will be few detailed costings
or structural calculations; the engineer will rely
on his judgement and experience. It is essential
that, having fixed in broad terms a method of execution, there are no details which are inconsistent
with it. Detailed analysis of some minor features
may be necessary to ensure that they are indeed
so consistent.
This process is repetitious; the time will come
when a decision must be made - this requires
judgement, not only as to its matter, but also as to
its timing - the decision can be rushed with dire
consequences to the design, or it can be delayed
too long and miss a deadline. Decision is a matter
of will, of character. Some panic and decide too
soon on a project of huge and unresolved complication, when a little more time would enable the
scheme to be tom up and started again, with better
results. Others are unable to resist the search for
perfection, forgetting that one adequate scheme on
time is worth many masterpieces too late.
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Moreover, working too much on a scheme can
over elaborate it; there is a right time to decide; it
is, like the elephant, easier to recognize than to
define. Experience helps.
But the moment of decision is the capital
moment; hitherto it has been all in the mind, but
now harsh reality threatens. Now the ponderous
wheels are set in motion which will end in construction. There is much work yet to be done in
the development of the scheme, work which can
go wrong and wreck a right decision, but nothing
now can save a wrong one. The significant decisions concerning structural form, material and
method of construction, have now been taken.
Preparation of the instructions needed for
execution. This is what remains. (In what follows, consideration has been restricted to the
design of a structure; while the planning of an
operation is analogous, it defeats clarity to seek
words which apply to both construction and
action.) Such instructions may require detailed
checking of the strength of structural elements - a
process often mendaciously referred to as
"design" - it is no such thing. Design is not working out the dimensions of a beam - the significant
design decision was that to have a beam. But
while the competent engineer will have an approximate idea of the size of the elements of his structure, it is now necessary to bring to bear the full
armoury of structural analysis to foresee how the
structure will behave in practice and to enable it to
be so detailed that it will function as required.
However precise the figures, they can never
serve as more than an aid to judgement. Accidentprone structures can be recognized: the detail
which is adequate if perfectly executed, but which
is catastrophic if inexactly done; the possibility of
progressive failure. The achievement of safety is
an art which is nourished by knowledge of the site
and its processes.
It is a rare structure to which someone does not,
at one stage or another, entrust his life - the
extreme example is the footbridge over a chasm.
The avoidance of loss of life due to structural collapse is, indeed, a major factor. Were it an
absolute requirement, however, all things built
would approach the condition of a pyramid, be
hugely expensive, take an eon to build, be utterly
stable and no use to anybody. In practice, total
safety in this sense is unattainable, spend what one
will on design, analysis, selection of material,
supervision and testing of construction, application of no matter how many shelf-loads of codes

and regulations. It is not enough, moreover, that
the work should not collapse. The idea of safety is
best subsumed in the more general concept of reliability, whereby the work can be relied upon to
continue to function as intended for as long as is
required, a reliance which includes, needless to
say, the avoidance of fatal collapse.
Structural analysis requires three operations:
1. The definition of an action on the structure. Such
an action may be a load, the effect of environment such
as variation in temperature or humidity, the wear and
tear of use and likely misuse. It is very rare that such
actions are capable of precise definition - the only
well-known instance is an open-topped water-filled
reservoir which can be overloaded only by the unlikely
replacement of water by a liquid of higher density.
Otherwise, loads vary over a very wide spectrum with
a frequency which typically follows the familiar
Gaussian bell-shaped curve; it is extremely difficult to
determine a load which will never be exceeded. In consequence, the prudent engineer will cast a sardonic eye
over load values fixed by official regulation; they may,
or may not, be satisfactory from the point of view of
legal defence, but no prudent engineer will assume that
they can never be exceeded. With some loads, of
course, such as those caused by wind and wave, the
variability is well-known and every effort is made to
assess probabilities by statistical analysis and to design
to provide strength on a probabilistic basis. In addition,
loads in practice are of three sorts - steady and of long
duration, when rupture load is the criterion; repeated,
when elastic stress leading to fatigue failure must be
guarded against; dynamic load, when energy absorption and natural frequencies of vibration count. Nor
should change of use be lost sight of - when an office
is turned into a library, floor loadings are increased.
Perhaps the engineer should see to it that the load for
which the floor was designed should not be forgotten,
but enshrined in some official documents.
One further predicament with which the engineer has
to wrestle should be mentioned - the coincidence of
extreme loads. The most familiar is the concurrence of
a high tide with a storm-force wind from the most
unfavourable quarter - but there are others.
2. The analysis of the effect of the action on the
structure. The means of structural analysis are
immensely powerful these days, but the engineer
should not be misled by the seeming accuracy of
eight significant figures emanating from a computer.
He should remember that the answers are no more
accurate than the questions, ie than the loads on
which the calculations are based. Moreover, he will
get answers only to questions which he asks. If he
has never heard of buckling, the computer will not
tell him. As a general rule, the operations of a computer are of extreme accuracy within their terms of
reference, but if they are inexact, they can be wildly
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will thus generally accept
only such answers as appear
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to him to be about right.

Moreover, the huge prestige
of mathematics was gained in
the service of disciplines
whose needs are not ours.
Though non-linear functions
are beginning to be susceptible to mathematical analysis,

Purpose/Mission

Appreciation of the task
Keen enquiry as to all aspects of the task and the need to
be satisfied (including why), leading, perhaps, to advice
as to what is available beyond the knowledge of the promoter.

Factors

Collection of relevant facts
All possible information relevant to the task and to the
total function is assembled, together with information
relating to means available for achieving result.

Courses open

Conception and appraisal of possible schemes
General ideas of a project will be imagined which will
then be appraised in terms of function, economy and
reliability in use.

most such analysis is based on

the assumption of perfect
elasticity, ie that stress is proportional to strain.

3.The comparison of the
effect of the action with a
criterion of adequacy. This

is just as important as the
evaluation of the action - and
is just as often neglected.
There are many criteria in
use: safe stress, elastic stability, and ultimate collapse are
chief among them, but they
must always be viewed in the
light of the designer's knowledge of the nature of the

ourse adopted
Plan

load. (See paragraphI opposite.) Until very recently, triaxial stress conditions in
large concrete masses could,
indeed, be analysed, but

would then be looked at only with blank curiosity
because there was no available distinction between
combinations of stress which were safe and those
which risked rupture. This inadequacy has now been
made good, but it is necessary to bear in mind the
total lack of meaning in figures which appear at the

end of a series of mathematical computations, in the
absence of a criterion by which to judge them.
In parallel with these processes, there continues
the preparation of the detailed drawings of what is
to be built. The purpose of these drawings is to
give instructions to the builders, and it is good to
know what instructions are necessary and how they
are best expressed for ready comprehension. This
presumes a knowledge of construction methods.
The specifications and contract documents are
part of the design and should complement by
description and definition the information contained on the drawings.
The designer's work has not finished when a
roll of drawings and a bundle of documents have
been handed over. It is a rare job which is free of
alarming incident, and the designer may well be

Decision
The crux of the operation.
Instructions for execution
The examination of the project in detail sufficient for
instructions for execution to be drawn up, which
implies the thorough checking of the project for soundness, strength and reliability.
Collaboration during execution
The author of the design must be ready to advise during execution.
Comparable intellectual processes.

alone in the ability to assess its importance and to
deal adequately with such problems as it raises.
STRIVING FOR EXCELLENCE

TIE engineer is expected to produce a work which
fulfils its function satisfactorily, at a price and a
time within the given target; he will feel obliged
by the very magnitude of his task to seek not
merely adequacy, but excellence in the final product. Excellence is to be recognized by unity: the
work is seen to be one thing, with its parts visibly
serving the whole, not just a heap; by simplicity,
that air of ease which is typical of all good art; by
necessity - perhaps the secret of excellence. It is
paradoxical that a work in which there is nothing
that is not seen to be necessary produces an effect,
not of privation, but of magnificence.
These characteristics are not to be consciously
striven for, but when the designer has striven for
goodness, has done his sums right, has struck
out all that frippery which looked so pretty,
when he has done all this and looks at his work
and sees that it is single, simple and spare, he
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knows he has attained excellence. He is God on
the seventh day.
The process of design is eminently a matter of
management and teamwork, remembering that
good design is not the result of consensus, but
of command - a design produced by a committee is proverbially bizarre. Discussion by all
means, but dispute is to be avoided - it leads to
emotional commitment and confusion.
How is the engineer to be equipped for this
task? The requirements are formidable. He must
first (and this is basic) know his materials what they are made of, how they are made, how
they are shaped, formed, assembled and erected;
how they behave under load and under all the
various agencies of ruin which begin to act as
soon as construction is complete; and, finally,
how, in the long run, they fail (grass will conquer in the end.)
He must study and have a knowledge of great
works of history. "I pass for a man of quick
wit", said Napoleon, "but it is rather that I have
much reflected." To this he must add his own
firsthand experience, of which it has been said
by Detoeuf, a famous French mechanical engineer, "Real experience is secret. It is born of
small, daily incidents; small, repeated errors;
small, renewed successes which, by their number, mark laws to which habit submits. It is not
thought out, it is lived; one lives with it unconsciously, as with gravity."
"Time spent on reconnaissance is seldom
wasted", but on condition that one knows what
one is looking for, recognizes it when seen, and
is able to use it. Experience of works requires
cogitation over observation to be of value.
So, we have study, experience and responsibility (there is no replacement for necessity - it is
surprising how fast one learns when responsibility and necessity drive.) A foundation of maths
is probably essential, not so much for calculating as for understanding a language; there are
ideas which can be expressed only with difficulty in other than mathematical terms.
All very burdensome, but there is an historical
line of research open.

An antique guide book (c 1923) refers to the
Albert Hall and the contemporary Albert
Memorial. The former, designed, it says, by
Lieutenant Colonel Scott RE for a joint stock
company, cost £200,000. We know of its difficulties; designed before the beginning of the science of acoustics (the Greeks had inklings of the
art, at any rate for the human voice out of
doors), leading to that famous echo which
prompted a French musical friend to remark
"The only way for a British composer to have
his composition heard twice in public is have it
played in the Albert Hall", but there it still is,
echo removed and immensely successful.
Just in front, says the guide book, is the Albert
Memorial designed by the famous gothic
revival architect, Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, and
costing £120,000, and "far from commanding
universal admiration." As we know, it is now in
a state of decrepitude and awaits, under cover,
extensive repair.
It is not widely known that, apart from the
Albert Hall, the Royal Engineers undertook a
very large volume of civil engineering works in
the nineteeth century. There was the Coles
building in the Victoria and Albert Museum;
elsewhere there was a sequence of dockyard
buildings, mostly covered ship-building slips
from Sheerness round to Devonport. Indeed, the
Corps became an effective civil engineering arm
of HM government. The instruction received at
Woolwich by regular RE officers was highly
technical and, at a time when cast iron was followed by wrought iron and then by steel, put
them in the forefront of knowledge of these
materials and leading practitioners in their use.
At a time when there is much discussion as to
how engineers should be educated, some historical examination into how it was done at the
Shop might be worthwhile - it clearly worked.
In conclusion, one quotes Countess Morphy,
the authority on traditional British cooking.
"Plain cooking", she said, "is not to be entrusted
to plain cooks." We have seen how engineering
works can excel by their simplicity - such works
are not produced by simpletons.

.1

The Suspension of the Civil Power
ANON
next one coming up. What happened next was
always interesting. Either the two would travel
together, sagging fearsomely and straining the
asthmatic Ford V8 engine to its limit; or they
would slip back together to the third upwardbound hopper. This was always too much for the
engine which would stall, and the three hoppers
would settle stranded on the ground. The
Gurkhas would then rush down, unload the hoppers, and the engine would be started up again.
All this could be much more difficult than it
sounds, and there were stringent orders that
human beings were under no circumstances to
try joyriding on the ropeway.
It happened on a day that the local civil administrator, dressed as a sub-lieutenant in the Royal
Burmese Naval Volunteer Reserve, arrived at the
summit. The poor man was in a hurry to get to
Goppe and no doubt - like many others before
him - had been exhausted by the dreadful climb
up through the mud. He insisted on riding on the
ropeway. The subaltern protested and, being
overruled, extracted a signature absolving him of
any blame for the consequences.
And then the worst happened. As the Civil

"SE NON E VERO, E BEN TROVATO"

WE were all rather proud of the aerial ropeway;

we were sure that it was the only one in active
operation against the Japanese. It didn't belong
to us, but was operated by a detachment from
elsewhere under a Sapper and Miner subaltern,
with a platoon of Gurkhas guarding the engine
house at the top of the pass.
It had been put up towards the end of the 1943
monsoon. The idea was to ease the truly horrendous 12-mile stage across the Mayu Range in
the Arakan, between Bawli and Goppe Bazaars,
where the annual rainfall was over 400 inches.
The trouble was that there was no stone worthy
of the name in the Arakan; it was said that a
hundred million bricks were fired to surface the
road from Chittagong, some 100 miles. We took
what looked like stones from the chaungs
(streams) to surface mule and jeep tracks, only
to find them decaying into bottomless mud
within weeks. You could lose your boots in a
few paces, mules got bogged down and even
drowned, and the maintenance work was out of
all proportion to the tonnage delivered.
The ropeway had been found on a tea garden in
Assam, where its record over many decades had
been blameless. Transplanted to the Goppe Pass
it ran from the engine house at the top (2000ft)
for about three miles to a camp at paddy level,
whence the track to Goppe was comparatively
easy. At the top it was an imposing sight, with an
exceptionally long span of about 300yds across a
400ft deep gorge, to the first pylon. There were
two functions: to load supplies forward to
Goppe, and to bring what passed for stone to the
summit to maintain the tracks on either side.
For most of the time it worked a treat, but there
was a snag. The steel wire rope was worn and
polished with many years' use, and the grips
from which the load hoppers were suspended
were liable to slip. This would occur with a tooheavy load in an upward-bound hopper, which
would then slide gently down until it met the

Power departed, a hopper began to slip ... to the
next one ... and to the third. The motor stalled.

The three hoppers came to rest in the chaung at
the foot of the gorge. And the Civil Power was
suspended - literally - 400ft from anywhere.

The Gurkhas knew exactly what to do. With
such an important person aloft, the urgency was
extreme. They charged down the khud, both feet
together, and threw the upward-bound rocks out
of the hoppers in a matter of seconds. Thus
released, the hoppers shot upwards, and the six
miles of steel wire rope began to vibrate like the
string of a giant violin. The Civil Power found
himself describing a simple harmonic motion,
amplitude 100ft, period two seconds, damping
negligible. It was well over half an hour before
he could be winched back to land.
He was never seen on the Pass again.
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SOCIAL ENGINEERING
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
SAPPERS have traditionally been responsible for
the design and construction of military works,
installations, barracks and married quarters at
home and overseas. This function led to the establishment of RE Works Services under the Director
of Fortifications and Works, as works executives
on behalf of the "Q" staff. Prior to civilianization,
when MPBW (Ministry of Public Buildings and
Works) assumed most of these works responsibilities, a comprehensive establishment of qualified
architects, engineers, quantity surveyors and estimators was maintained, supported by clerks of
works, military foremen of works and tradesmen,
covering every aspect of the design and construction process. RE Works Services had the capability to design and build, either with direct labour or
by the employment of contractors, to meet military needs in peace or war.
When this responsibility passed to MPBW the
RE works organization became reduced to a
number of specialist teams within the revised
establishment of a military engineering service
(MES) for employment where the use of MPBW
civilian staff was impracticable. In spite of these
limitations the Corps continued to exert considerable influence on the planning of new works
through the employment of RE staff advisers to
DQ(A). It was therefore possible to ensure that
the needs of army units in their barracks, married quarters and technical installations were satisfied in accordance with synopsis scales.
ORIGIN OF MARRIED QUARTERS
BEFORE the establishment of army barracks it
was the custom for families and camp followers
to reside with the baggage train, wherever
deployed. Such families were not formally recognized and spent their lives in or under the
quartermaster's wagons and around camp fires,
like the families of "wild west" pioneers.
Early barracks were in the form of hutted
camps and recognizing that soldiers' families
could no longer be ignored; accommodation was
provided by setting aside one corner of each hut
with a screen of blankets. This "corner system"
continued for some 50 years, but with the
improvement of social conditions during the last
century the habit of mixing families with the soldiery became unacceptable and by 1850 a move
towards segregation developed.
Having accepted married families as a military
responsibility scales of entitlement were introduced
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accompanied by improvements in the provision of
accommodation. Initially huts were set aside as
married quarters, with a scale of one "entitled family" to ten men, one room being provided irrespective of family size. From about 1860 permanent
barracks were being constructed and it became the
practice to provide double storey blocks adjacent to
barrack lines, subdivided to allow each entitled
family the occupation of two rooms. Communal
cooking and sanitary arrangements were provided
for each block.
The introduction of the Public Health Act of
1875 defined minimum standards for "ByeLaw" housing and these planning controls led to
the construction of industrial-type terraced cottages to provide married accommodation on the
periphery of Victorian barracks.
Although this type of permanent housing met
basic needs, with rooms "two up, two down"
and a privy in the backyard, no planning consideration was given to the social and environmental needs of families which were to grow up in
the 20th century. The first permanent married
quarters were therefore simply appendages to a
military environment, with little provision for
family amenities or leisure facilities. No thought
had been given to social planning at that time.
POSTWAR MARRIED QUARTERS

THE end of World War Two and the subsequent
withdrawal of troops from overseas, created a
need not only for a greater number of married
quarters, but also an improved standard in living
accommodation and the provision of amenities
to satisfy the expectations of army families. A
great change in attitudes, and aspirations
occurred throughout all classes of society in the
postwar era, not least among service families.
The pre-war provision of a bath tub on the landing, or the supply of "pots, chamber, without
handle, soldiers" was no longer acceptable and
higher standards were demanded.
To meet the immediate requirement for additional accommodation, new married quarters were
hastily provided on the principle of in-filling barrack areas. This had the benefit of cost saving by
using Crown land and limited expenditure on
external services. However, little provision was
made for the development of family amenities and
the meagre existing social facilities of garrisons
usually proved inadequate. The expansion of married populations frequently occurred in isolated
locations, where employment for women and
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suitable educational arrangements for children
were either remote or non-existent.
The majority of postwar married quarters were
greatly improved due mainly to the application
of design standards recommended in the Parker
Morris Report "Houses for Today and
Tomorrow". Requirements were laid down relating to floor areas, spacial use, kitchen layout,
storage, sanitary arrangements, heating, lighting,
power points and insulation. MOD synopsis
scales were amended accordingly and soldiers'
married quarters became at least equivalent to
council housing, as far as treasury cost limits
would permit. Sapper planning staffs and
MPBW architects involved in the provision of
new married accommodation were therefore
confronted with the task of satisfying higher
standards in scales and specifications, within
tight financial constraints, which led to the adoption of some unorthodox construction methods.
In order to speed up construction time, various
building systems were adopted including
"Jesperson" (concrete framed with slab floor and
walls); timber framed (with traditional
cladding); "Vee-Brick" (perforated cavity brick
walls); mono-pitch roofing; cellular partition
walls and dry lining; and mobile homes (on
plinths with main services). Where surplus barrack huts existed, these were frequently converted into sub-standard married quarters.
During the initial rush to provide homes for
soldiers' families, little thought or financial provision had been devoted to the creation of the
social amenities required to sustain the viability
of expanding communities. It became apparent
that some form of social planning was necessary, not only to meet the aspiration of postwar
families, but also to facilitate the integration of
service communities with the civil population.
In addition to the modernization of existing
quarters and the construction of new married
accommodation, it was necessary to augment the
emergency building programme by the purchase
of speculative housing developments throughout
the country. Large numbers of vacant properties
were readily available, due to a slump in the
housing market and where these were accessible
to service bases Treasury agreement was given
to purchase, providing they met the requirements
of synopsis scales. The acquisition of this form
of housing produced various anomalies, not only
in design and construction, but also in standards
of heating, fittings, fixtures, food storage and

refrigeration. A further problem was caused by
the multiplicity of fuel requirements, particularly
for heating systems served either by gas, electricity, oil or solid fuel. In some cases this
caused financial hardship for lower paid families
unable to meet their fuel bills, resulting in the
disconnection of supplies, condensation problems and poor health.
With the rapid growth of married families and the
wide dispersal of quarters, often beyond barrack
confines and situated among civilian communities,
the need to develop a professional method of housing management became apparent, to ensure
proper administration and adequate maintenance
services. In these circumstances it was also becoming increasingly difficult for commanding officers
to provide welfare support for their scattered families, particularly in view of frequent unaccompanied tours of duty. Furthermore the existing
married quarters administrative staff (MQAS),
which had been established primarily to allocate
quarters and provide communication between families, barrack services, and MPBW, were not
equipped to deal with family welfare casework,
social relations and community development.
HOUSING MANAGEMENT STAFF
AT the QMG's conference in 1966 DQ(A) intro-

duced a paper known as "The Sweeney Report"
which outlined proposals for a more enlightened
approach to the management of rapidly expanding
army housing estates. As a result, a draft establishment for a management staff organization was
prepared to replace the limited resources of the
MQAS, with a specific duty to support commanding officers and their unit families officers in dealing with family welfare matters. When this draft
was produced the notion that service married quarters should be integrated with public authority
developments had been firmly rejected, it being
envisaged that families should be housed within
the confines of barracks or garrisons to facilitate
administration and supervision.
This militaristic approach to estate management was reflected in the original draft establishment which adopted the designations of Housing
Commandant and Housing Warden for the
supervisory staff.
It was at first intended that wardens should
wear MOD police-style uniforms and be provided with litter trolleys and pointed sticks, the
latter for collecting rubbish or brandishing at
miscreants. No guidelines for the implementation
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of a professional form of estate management
practices had then been devised, other than the
need to exercise firm control over a diversity of
married quarter estates, and to provide support for
commanding officers on family welfare matters.
Whilst it was accepted that some degree of
integration with the civilian community was
inevitable, long standing social barriers existed
and the facilities necessary for joint community
activities were either very limited or non-existent. As the role of the housing management
organization developed, family circumstances
continued to change and other factors affecting
the improvement of the social environment
became apparent such as:
*The increase inthe number of very young army families.
* Schoolgirl brides with children became a new phe enon.
*The influx of wives from different ethnic groups.
* Families had higher expectations in terms of their environment, access to work, children's health and education.
* Matrimonial difficulties, leading to separation or divorce.
* Irregular occupancy, repossession and rehousing.
* Problem families; child neglect and abuse:
"Childlen at risk" registration.
Such factors as these, combined with the sometimes hostile attitudes of adjacent communities
and the reluctance of local authorities to provide
support, presented considerable difficulties for
housing commandants in the early stages of
social integration and the development of community relations.
During the course of the defence fellowship
study in social planning it became obvious that a
survey of families attitudes and expectations was
essential in order to determine the means
whereby relationships between the army and
civilian communities might be fostered, as well
as improving the physical environment and
enhancing the quality of life in married quarters.
SOCIAL SURVEY OF SOLDIERS FAMILIES
IT can be said that a well constructed social survey
has the advantage of enlisting the enthusiasm of
the society being studied by enhancing their sense
of belonging to the community, urging them to
help remedy its faults and giving them pride in
their achievements. It also affirms that the authorities really care about the welfare of individuals. As
a tool of social science it provides information
essential to the physical planning and social development of a viable community.
With a view to providing guidelines for the
future planning and management of married
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quarter estates, a random sample survey of 1000
soldiers' families was conducted during the
summer of 1968. This involved the distribution
of a 10-page questionnaire covering all aspects
of army family life, to be completed without disclosing name or address of the respondent. The
questionnaire contained particular reference to
family size, type of accommodation preferred,
furnishings and domestic equipment, environmental issues, friendship patterns, social activities, educational matters, health and child care,
family and community needs.
A separate "cost of living" study of young soldiers'
families was also carried out at the same time, at the
request of the Forces Pay Review Committee.
The social survey was well received by soldiers' families resulting in an exceptionally high
response rate of almost 60 per cent. The manner
in which questionnaires were completed indicated that much time and thought had been
given to the subject matter, particularly by wives
in the lower age/rank groups. A computer analysis of replies provided a very clear indication of
the expectations, aspirations and community
needs of young army families, upon whom the
future morale and efficiency of professional soldiers to a great extent depended.
Conclusions drawn from the survey disclosed
shortcoming in the design of married quarters,
layout of estates, lack of provision of essential
amenities and a disregard of factors relating to
community development. This information
served as a guide to those concerned with the
planning of new married quarters and the management of existing estates. It also gave recognition to the requirement for further improvement
in the provision of family amenities such as
community centres, properly equipped children's play areas, pre-school playgroups, shopping and transport facilities. The survey also
suggested various means for establishing closer
relations with neighbouring communities and
better communication between families and
local authority agencies.
The survey of low paid soldiers' families provided valuable material for consideration by the
Pay Review Committee, with beneficial results.
It was established that young married soldiers,
(under 21 and not entitled to married quarters),
were receiving insufficient remuneration in 1968
for them to maintain a minimum acceptable
standard of living. By comparison with civilian
families in receipt of social benefits, they were
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only slightly better off, whilst young policemen
were earning up to three times the pay of a married soldier under 21 serving on detached duty.
To summarize the conclusions drawn from this
sample survey the following salient features were
brought to the notice of the Defence Council:
* Army families tended to be deprived, not privileged
as perceived by the civilian community. They were
able to express their attitudes, perceptions, expectations and aspirations in a well informed and intelligent manner.
*They were well aware of the political influences
affecting their circumstances.
*They were concerned about their physical and social
environment.
*They recognized the need for family roots and the
benefits of good educational and health standards.
* They wished to participate in decision making which
in any way affected their quality of family life.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE HOUSING MANAGEMENT
AND WELFARE SERVICE
FOLLOWING completion of these social planning
studies and the results of the social survey, the
author was directed to prepare a charter and
guide book for housing commandants, under the
sponsorship of both the AG and QMG. Among
the requirements were the need to place more
emphasis on the provision of welfare support to
families by the statutory authorities and other
civil agencies and to ensure the feedback of
information relating to estate planning, provision
of social amenities, married quarter modernization and maintenance services.
In the AG/QMG foreword to the handbook
first published in 1971, recognition was given to
the fundamental changes in the pattern of Army
life and the need for reforms. It was accepted
that on large estates, where families of various
units were intermingled and amenities centralized, it was no longer possible for commanding
officers to exercise effective control without the
support of a separate management organization.
There was a need for a more personal and effective welfare service, in addition to the administration of married quarters, and for this reason
housing estate management was to become an
"A" service, sponsored by DPS(A).
The charter published in 1971 described the new concept of estate management and community development stressing the need for encouraging good
neighbour relations between occupants of married
quarters and extending outwards towards adjacent

civilian communities. Housing commandants were
also required to establish close personal links with other
community leaders, local authority officials and the
staffs of social services and voluntary welfare agencies.
It was emphasized that housing commandants were not
intended to supplant the commanding officer's responsibility towards his married families, but were to provide advice and support regarding welfare matters
when necessary.
To assist housing commandants in achieving
these objectives, housing wardens were allocated to individual estates on a scale of one to
approximately 200 quarters. They were required
to provide a focal point of contact for occupants,
control estate labour in the upkeep and cleanliness of communal areas, deter vandalism, protect the interests of separated families and ensure
that repairs and maintenance works were requistioned and satisfactorily completed. The role of
housing wardens expanded as they became
accustomed to their duties and soon they became
the catalysts, or social enablers, promoting the
development of good relations both within married quarter enclosures and with adjacent civilian communities.
Where amenities were lacking, action was
taken to remedy the situation in consultation
with estate wives' committees organized by
housing wardens. Having identified areas of
need, priorities were then agreed and housing
commandants initiated requests for appropriate
new works services, or financial resources from
army welfare funds. The active participation by
families in the improvement of their environment was always encouraged, with the intention
that they should assist in the management and
operation of any community facilities provided.
Housing commandants were in daily contact
with families through their housing wardens and
were able to identify families with problems,
before they developed into "problem families".
Using their personal links with supporting agencies they were in a position to point families in
need in the right direction, or where necessary,
make representations on their behalf. Apart from
ensuring that the statutory authorities provided
the services to which families were entitled, it
was not unusual for housing commandants to
refer individual problems to the member of
Parliament for the occupant's constituency.
In order to improve the ability of housing commandants and their wardens to recognize and
help resolve the problems of married families,
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regular courses of instruction in social matters
were arranged with the cooperation of Bristol
and Exeter universities. The curriculum for such
courses, under the auspices of the sociology
departments, covered subjects relating to the
improvement of communication between army
welfare personnel and civil agencies. This
included an understanding of public housing,
environmental health, social work and social
benefits, child care, pastoral care, marriage guidance, safety in the home and the activities of
SSAFA, as well as other voluntary welfare organizations. Further to improve the professional
status of housing management staff, those suitably qualified were encouraged to become members of the Institute of Housing and the Institute
of Welfare Officers. It is commendable that a
Plymouth housing warden (an ex-warrant officer), was appointed National Chairman of the
Institute of Welfare Officers in 1994, a clear
indication of the progress made in the development of army family welfare.
The Social Planning Report of 1968 recommended that a more detailed professional examination of army welfare needs should be
conducted to confirm the original findings and if
necessary initiate further improvements.
Subsequently a welfare inquiry committee was
established under the chairmanship of Professor
Spencer resulting in the "Spencer Report" of
1976, which recommended that the army housing management organization should be retitled
the Army Families Housing Management and
Welfare Service (AFHWS), with an increased
establishment and a more comprehensive welfare responsibility. This new service was eventually implemented in October 1978 and included
the provision of WRAC welfare assistants, community leader wardens, youth leaders and
SSAFA social workers in specific areas.
The army housing and welfare organization has
continued to flourish, contributing to the constantly changing welfare needs of families particularly during the Northern Ireland emergency, the
battle for the Falklands and the Gulf campaign.
More recently the Optionsfor Change programme
has placed an additional burden on the welfare services due to problems created by unit relocations,
redundancies, resettlement and rehousing. The
expertise of housing commandants and their

staffs, together with the practical assistance
given by the Army Families Advice Bureaux
have combined to help families throughout this
period of turmoil.
Following the implementation of Options for
Change, it was inevitable that the MOD costcutting exercise would seek to reduce expenditure on the administration of married quarters
and the welfare support provided for service
families. A tri-service housing management
organization has already been established in the
form of a Defence Housing Executive (DHE)
based in London, with six regional headquarters
covering the UK. Further developments are now
under consideration which involve the eventual
sale of all UK married quarter stocks, with a
"lease-back" arrangement whereby they may be
reoccupied by service families on an "as
required" basis.
The continuing need for welfare assistance to
families is to remain as a single service responsibility and it is intended that an Army Families
Support Service (UK) (AFSS) should be established with effect from 1 April 1996. Although
this will entail the disbandment of AFHWS, it is
proposed that many of the existing staff at present deployed in army stations and garrisons will
continue in their posts, serving either with the
DHE or AFSS. In spite of this upheaval, it is
hoped that the high standard of service achieved
by AFHWS will be maintained, so that army
families will continue to benefit from housing
and welfare support in order to sustain the
morale of all ranks serving in the new streamlined professional army.
CONCLUSION

THERE is no doubt that the standards of housing
and family welfare support have been greatly
enhanced during the past 25 years by the application of social engineering techniques which
have focused on improving the quality of life for
army families both physically and socially.
It may be contended that social engineering
bears little comparison with combat engineering,
the primary function of the Corps. Nevertheless,
the application of any practices which serve to
improve living standards will fortify the morale
of fighting soldiers, thus contributing to greater
efficiency in the performance of their duties.

Lt Col J Fitzgerald-Smith
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BRIDGING FOR THE NEXT MILLENNIUM
CHANGES IN CONCEPT

Two major upheavals occurred in the nineties:
the breakup of the Soviet Union as a monoblock
military organization, and Desert Storm.
As a direct result of the breakup of the Soviet
Union, it is unlikely that either as a national
army or as part of a NATO 'force we could
become involved in a war on the scale of WW2;
brush fires, and conflicts like Bosnia yes, but
nothing on the grand scale. One of the effects of
the cold war that prevailed from the fifties to the
nineties, was the way it distorted our perceived
bridging requirement. Too many of those that
might have drawn up realistic bridging requirements were conditioned by the way bridging
exercises were conducted in NW Europe. You
don't learn much about planning a bridging
operation on a site that has been bridged many,
many times before. A requirement seemed to
emerge for fewer and fewer men, and faster
times, and for more reliance to be placed on
machine-built bridges, and, worst of all, it was
thought that nothing ever would go wrong! What
NEVER! Well hardly EVER.
The second factor that completely changed our
concept of bridging requirements, was Desert
Storm. We all recall those recordings of whole
columns of Iraqi tanks being picked off in night
time like targets in a fairground, and the remarkable capability of smart bombs, guided with
such accuracy that it is possible to place one
down the hole made by another!
The question must be asked, "what is the point
of trying to build a bridge in an hour or even five
minutes when it can be taken out in less time
than it takes to build?" Even if by some miracle
a bridge was spared, the fate of an armoured column using it is likely to be sealed if the enemy
had such sophisticated weapons.
Operations against an unsophisticated enemy
can be covered adequately by the present range
of bridging, like the MGB.
Yes, I am saying that there is NO requirement
for a bridge such as is currently being produced
as "Bridging for the Nineties". How can a
requirement written in the sixties or seventies be
right for a bridge to be used within today's prevailing conditions?
I am NOT saying that there is not a bridging
requirement for the next millennium. There is;
but it is for a replacement bridge, needed to
restore communications after the shooting war
has ended when everybody will be on the same

side trying to speed the return to normality.
Also, under these conditions, a night time build
of under an hour would be unnecessary.
THE REPLACEMENT BRIDGE FOR
THE NEXT MILLENNIUM

MANY of the requirements for a military bridge
are still valid for a replacement disaster relief
bridge, and I advocate one based mainly on the
Bailey-type concept.
Most important would be lightness, for two
main reasons: the roads in the area may not be
open, and the source of replacement bridging
may be an aircraft flight away. It should also be
remembered that even if aircraft were available,
unloading facilities at the disaster end may have
to rely on manpower alone.
Another requirement I would write into my
disaster relief bridge is that it "must not be too
costly to manufacture."
Much of the cost of a MGB set is in the special
pallets and trailers, launching equipment such as
building frames, and launching noses, which are
necessary. Bailey panels do not require special
pallets: ten panels can be carried on a GS 3-ton
truck. However, a panel identical to the Bailey
panel in dimensions but made from zinc magnesium alloy (DGF 232), would have about the
same strength as a Bailey panel but would
weigh one third of its weight, that is 2001b.
Bailey uses the same panels in the launching
nose as are used in the main structure, so that
every pound of material transported can be used
in the final bridge.
If helicopters were available even a Wessex
(present day Puma) could carry a pre-assembled
Double Single Aluminium Bailey truss, which
could be lifted straight into place. The heavier
lift helicopters like the Sikorsky (CH54) (now
Chinook) could lift an undecked aluminium
Bailey-type bridge 80ft long straight into position as it would not weigh more than 10,0001b.
Bailey requires considerable manpower to level
in the bank seats and roller positions. Today, a
size 4 dozer can be carried in an aircraft like the
Hercules and this would be available to prepare the
site while the bridging stores are being unloaded.
MANPOWER

WE now come to the important question of a
reduction in the manpower required to build the
new bridge, although even with a lightweight
Bailey-type bridge, weight would probably only
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be reduced by 50 per cent. (For reasons of economy, aluminium would be used for the bridge
panels only.) However, I know from one or two
areas in the MGB design, where the guide system was not too effective, like fitting the bank
seat beam, or fitting the second span junction
post, that an inordinate amount of time could be
spent making the connections.
I would say that it is well worth putting in an
effective guide system. I have designed such a
guide system which, in use, would reduce the
working party to 24 men.
There is a secondary advantage in reducing the
size of the building party. In a disaster situation
the building team may have to be flown to site,
and then fed and housed where both food and
accommodation may be in short supply. In
deciding the size and composition of working
parties consideration should be given to a
strange military paradox: in a theatre of war (for
war read disaster) generally the most common
commodity is MANPOWER - the rare item is
trained manpower. The ideal design of bridge
should take this into consideration. Only one
man in every four needs to know what he is
doing. Consider a lifting panel party of four
men, only one of these needs to know what the
party is doing, the other three are just providing
muscle. When it comes to making the connection, again only one man needs to know what he
is doing. The Corps returns to its traditional role
of directing unskilled labour. In a situation
where there is no shortage of unskilled military
or civil labour, a recce and supervisory team
could consist of one officer; one senior NCO;
four junior NCOs, all specially trained.
BRIDGE VERSATILITY

AN important feature that a bridge design for the
next millennium must have is that it should be
capable of being used over the largest variety of
dry gaps in a single or multispan configuration. It
must be capable of being extended by additional
girders and storeys - another reason why such a
bridge would not be dissimilar to the Bailey.
The same superstructure with suitable pontoons should be capable of being used as a floating bridge. Such bridges may have to be flown
into a disaster area, where unloading aircraft by
hand might be the only option. The universal
pontoon (ex MGB pontoon), which I designed in
1983, is not entirely suitable; it is not that it is

too bulky or heavy, (when nested for air transport it only weighs 20001b) but they are not easily man-portable. The Bailey tripartite pontoon
centre section was about the same weight. (It
was this pontoon that I had to man-handle into
the water when I built the first Class 40 Bailey
Ferry for the Po Crossing in Italy in 1945.)
Something will have to be done to make the new
pontoon more man-portable.
A valuable property of the Bailey-type bridge
is that it does not have to be designed around a
particular load class. It need only be as strong as
the use for which it is built. A replacement
bridge need not be much stronger than Class 30
and extra wide carriageways are best dealt with
by building two twin bridges. More realistic than
MLC 30 would be a requirement for Class 30
wheeled vehicles closed up nose to tail.
CONCLUSION

SINCE starting to write this article, the prophetic
nature of many of my views was demonstrated
by a bridging operation screened on television.
The US army engineers were building a floating
bridge for NATO in Bosnia. The shooting war
had finished. It was in everyone's interest to
build the bridge. Six-meter sections of a ribbon
bridge without its special vehicles was being
flown in by heavy-lift helicopter. If the British
army had to mount a similar operation it would
be interesting to hear how it would be done.
M2 is not an answer! And have we sufficient
universal pontoons to provide even one bridge?
There should be sufficient pontoons in NATO
stores to bridge a gap of at least lkm with whatever bridging superstructure is available.
A lightweight Bailey-type of superstructure is
the kind of bridge that NATO forces should hold
for its millennium requirements. Its versatility
has been amply demonstrated over the last
50 years in both war and peace.
One thing is certain. The bridging produced in
response to the requirement written for
"Bridging for the Nineties" is NOT the equipment for the next millennium. It is a beautiful
piece of engineering equipment; but as the
French general said of the Charge of the Light
Brigade at Balaclava "It is magnificent but it is
not war."
It is not a "Bridge Too Far", but a "Bridge Too
Late". If you were to ask me could I do better,
the answer would be "YES."

Col Tom Foulkes
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"An Officer Not Only of Great Talent But of Rare
Coolness and Courage" Major General W S Trevor VC
Royal (Bengal) Engineers 1831 to 1907
JOHN N RHODES TD MA PHD AMA, CURATOR RE MUSEUM
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John Rhodes has been the senior professional curator at the
Royal Engineers Museum since 1992. Before that he was an
assistant at Maidstone Museums and Art Gallery after completing the Graduate Certificate in Museum Studies at
-Leicester University in 1986.
Virtually his only connection with the Corps before 1992 was
between 1967 and 1969 when his platoon in the Royal
Lincolnshire Regiment (T) consisted of transferredmembers of
863 (County of Lincoln) Movement Light Squadron RE (TA)
when the TA became the TAVR. However in his last territorial
appointment at the Northumbrian University OTC he had
passing acquaintanceshipwith several Sapper cadetship officers and bursar, some of whom he hasfailed to recognize subsequently at Brompton.

ON 6 September 1994 the Victoria Cross (VC),
other medals, and memorabilia of Major General
William Spottiswoode Trevor, of the Royal
(Bengal) Engineers, were presented to the Royal
Engineers Museum under the will of Miss
Dorothea Nicol, his great granddaughter. The VC
was a particularly appropriate addition in that it
served to replace one previously on loan and
awarded to Lieutenant James Dundas, for the
same action at Dewangari, Bhutan, in 1865 which
was removed in 1983 and sold. General Trevor's
other medals and papers contain a fascinating
story about a very remarkable Sapper and the contribution of Royal Engineers to the development
of the Indian Empire.
The first medal awarded to Trevor was the Kabul
Medal, 1842, engraved "William S Trevor. Taken
hostage during the retreat". At that time Trevor
was a boy aged ten! With his mother and her other
six children, he had been captured after the murder
of his father Captain R S Trevor, 3rd Bengal
Cavalry, who had been sent to Kabul with his
family to command the puppet Shah Shoojah's
Lifeguards. Trevor's memoir, published in The RE

Journal of 1908 (2nd series Volume VII) recalls
that terrible experience and how the new Afghan
leader, Akbar Khan, had amused himself by setting up fights between the young Trevor and
Afghan boys, awarding his victories with gifts of
mutton legs. A sad little inscription on the family
tomb at Kensal Green hints further at the horrors
experienced by Mrs Trevor and her children during their nine months' captivity, by commemorating Captain R S Trevor's eighth child, Jessie
Machnachten, born in captivity in Kabul on
16 July 1842, who died at Ferozepore on
16 December 1842. Yet Trevor could not have
worn his Kabul Medal with his others for it came
to the museum unmounted and with no miniature
to match. However it seems appropriate that it
should be included alongside them in the
museum's VC display.
After returning to Britain, Trevor was educated
first at Edinburgh Academy, as befitted the grandson of William Spottiswoode, Laird of
Glenferemet, in Perthshire, whose name he bore.
He and two of his brothers then followed their late
father into the army of the Honourable East Indian
132
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then Captain William Trevor and Lieutenant James
Dundasl were ordered to accompany this so-called
Dooar Field Force with a body of Bengal Sappers
and Miners. The force was led by Brigadier Henry
Tombs VC CB, late of the Bengal Artillery, and
was divided into two columns, one under his direct
command and the other under Brigadier Tytler.
Tombs hoped to conduct a speedy campaign, teach
the Bhutanese a lesson and retire, for his troops
were affected by cholera and the commanding officer of one of his British regiments, the 55th, was
stricken with fever.
Tombs' attack began with an artillery bombardment of the Bhutanese defences. Here Trevor's
sappers and miners cleared the ground for the
guns in support of the column advancing to storm
the blockhouse at Dewangari, which Tombs saw
as the key to the Bhutanese position. Trevor stationed himself in rear of the guns, accompanied by
Lieutenant Henry Garnault 2, another Bengal
Engineer, while Dundas and Lieutenant Kellow
Pye RE 3 remained among the sappers. Trevor's
final orders from Tombs, before the latter set out
with the assaulting infantry, were that when the
final gun position had been levelled, the sappers
were to prepare scaling ladders and powder kegs,
and were to be ready within an hour and a half to
bring them up to the assault.
Unfortunately the artillery bombardment was
completely ineffectual and the attack became
bogged-down under the walls of the blockhouse.
Trevor, seeing this, set out to join Tombs for further instructions. He was already weak from the
fever affecting the force and had to rest two or
three times but after about a quarter of an hour, as
he approached the top of the hill, he met Brigadier
Tombs walking down towards him. Tombs
needed the scaling ladders immediately for the
infantry were losing heart and the Bhutanese were
rallying. But as the sappers could not be ready
within half an hour Trevor suggested, after a brief
reconnoitre, that the walls might be climbed without ladders and the blockhouse entered through
the gap between the top of the wall and the roof.
But when Tombs tried to persuade the Sepoys to
do this they replied that it had been already tried,
"by their own Sahibs and men, who had been
1James Dundas VC commissioned lieutenant 8 June 1860,
killed by an explosion in Afghanistan on 23 December 1879.
2 Henry William Gamault, commissioned second lieutenant
7 December 1855 died at Madras, 13 September 1870.
3 Kellow Charles Pye, commissioned lieutenant 19 December
1860, died at Calcutta 8 April 1877.

beaten back badly wounded, and that no man
could climb in the face of such big stones as the
enemy threw." Tombs therefore looked round for
officers to set an example. His aide-de-camp,
Major Sankey, RA, was the first to respond, but
Tombs ordered him to desist for he had no other
staff officer with him, and consequently Trevor
himself volunteered, throwing away his scabbard
and scaling the blockhouse wall with his sword
between his teeth. Here he was closely followed
by Dundas who must have been close on his heels,
for Trevor claimed to have first seen him drawing
a Bhutanese arrow from his side, "Just as I began
my examination of the stockade". The two of
them crawled head first over the top of the wall
and into a gallery from which Trevor emptied his
revolver into the enemy below. They were closely
followed by Garnault, Trevor's sapper orderly,
and about eight of the infantry, Sikhs, Pathans and
British. Indeed after the action a Bugler Keily of
the 55th Regiment, sought Trevor's support for a
decoration for his own bravery. In the desperate
confusion of climbing into the blockhouse and
clearing the gallery, Trevor was wounded in the
head by a sword cut and Dundas suffered a broken
hand. Yet afterwards Tombs was amazed that
either officer emerged alive "from so desperate an
undertaking". 4 Though the fight was quickly over
the slaughter of the Bhutanese was considerable.
An officer of the force later wrote of them, "some
few may have escaped but the rest were shot down
where they stood and lay in heaps. If Englishmen
had not been present, even the 45 prisoners whom
we took would not have escaped with wounds but
would have been numbered with their dead ..." 5
Afterwards Tombs congratulated the two engineers warmly and promised that he would recommend them both for the VC, which quickly
became common knowledge amongst their brother
officers. Tombs, in his despatches on the campaigns, (which remained unpublished) described
Trevor as, "An officer not only of great talent but
of rare coolness and courage".
Unfortunately the gallantry displayed in the
storming of Dewangari was soon overshadowed by
outside perceptions of the Bhutan campaign as a
minor embarrassment. Within a week of Tombs'
victory, 140 men of the 600 strong 29th Regiment
were hospitalized with "Bhutan fever". Then
4 (Public Records Office (PRO) W032/7374).
5
Snelling S J "Forlor Hope at Dewangiri". Medal News
October 1989.
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Reduced copy of original map held in the RE Museum, showing planned attack on the blockhouse at Dewangari.
Please note: In notes on original map, the red line refers to the single lines shown and blue to the double lines.

between May and June, over 400 of 55th Regiment
were admitted to hospital where many died. By
November 1865, of 51 officers engaged at
Dewangari one had died and 35 had taken sick
leave, 19 of them to England, including Trevor,
whose head wound was still affecting him after
two years. 6 In England there was public disquiet at
press reports that Bhutanese prisoners had been
murdered in cold blood. The perception in sections
of the army in India also was that action against an
unsophisticated enemy like the Bhutanese hardly
warranted the award of two VCs.
Early in 1866 while Trevor was convalescing in
England he learned unofficially that the CinC,
India, Sir William Mansfield, had not recommended the award of the VC either to him or to
Dundas. Trevor asked his younger brother,
Salusbury (at the time second captain, then in
Calcutta) to approach the CinC to establish a reason
for this and discovered that, while Mansfield was
6 Snelling S J op cit.

prepared to consider the deed itself worthy of the
decoration, he believed the two engineers, "Had
been guilty of the unofficerlike irregularity of rushing on at the head of the assaulting parties to the
neglect of [their] own proper duties and of striving
to cut out the regimental officers in the performance
of mere feats of gallantry". On 26 February 1866
Trevor wrote a detailed description of the action so
that his brother might clear up a number of the
CinC's misapprehensions, but shortly before Trevor
returned to India he received from the Adjutant
General in Simla the official letter, dated 22 June
1866, stating that the CinC and the Governor
General of India were recommending that Trevor
should be promoted to brevet major for gallantry,
"in Bhootan (sic) and earlier", but that he should
not receive the VC. His brevet majority dated from
15 May 1866. At some stage the Secretary of State
for India had been alerted to the possibility of a dispute over this and informed the CinC of the army,
His Royal Highness Field Marshal the Duke of
Cambridge, but he declined to intervene.
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Trevor, however, was not prepared to let the
matter rest there and felt better able to take control
of events once he had returned to India. From
Calcutta he first sought Tombs' support for an
appeal against the CinC's decision in order to
clear Dundas and himself, of the "slur of unofficerlike conduct". As Trevor put it, "I feel ... that

had we been guilty of any unofficerlike irregularity, situated as we were under your immediate
observation, you would have been the first to
check our presumption and the last to bring our
conduct under favourable notice". "Moreover VCs,
... bestowed on the field naturally attract the notice
and comment of the whole force. A corresponding
degree of comment follows if the promise made on
the field does not meet with the support of the
CinC and Government of India".
Brigadier Tombs responded most positively to
Trevor's appeal, indicating that he had not been
aware of the CinC's objection to his recommendation, for he had hitherto believed that this decision
was just one aspect of the British government's
belittling of the whole Bhutan campaign so that his
own hands had been, in effect, tied. However, in
this case, Tombs believed that if Trevor were to
appeal against the decision with his full support, the
CinC would reconsider. Accordingly Trevor
showed Tombs' letter to Colonel Sir Henry
Durand, Secretary to the Government of India,
Military Department, and himself a former Bengal
Engineer. 7 On his advice, Trevor attached a copy of
Tombs' letter in an application to the CinC for a
rehearing of the case. But Mansfield considered it,
"Inexpedient to reopen the question", for it was
understood that Trevor's brevet majority was, "in
satisfaction of all claims on account of distinguished service including Dewangari". Durand then
recommended Trevor to forward all the correspondence direct to the Governor General. That Trevor
felt able to pursue his claim thus far suggests an
officer of enormous tenacity and remarkable boldness. Though his letters are full of the polite, almost
obsequious, phraseology Victorians used in their
formal correspondence with authority, he coupled
this with a clear assertion of his rights. "Claims of
this description are open to reconsideration up to
five years after the event and many precedents exist
for granting the distinction after longer delays and
not less positive denials than in my case". Trevor's
7 Henry Marion Durand KCSI CB, commissioned second lieutenant 12 June 1828, major general 1 March 1867, killed by a
fall from his elephant on frontier of Tong 1 January 1871.

appeal to the Governor General in Council was
based on three main points:
* General Tombs promised the VC to Lieutenant Dundas
and himself on the field, "under authority vested in him
by the Queen's Warrant", (for the award).
*That in leading the way into the Dewangari blockhouse
they acted under his personal orders.
* That the duty thrown on them, "was a desperate one".
Accordingly the Council requested a report from
Tombs, which he duly submitted on 6 May 1867
and in which he firmly maintained that, "Captain
Trevor and Lieutenant Dundas ... carried out my
orders and did not (as He the CinC would appear
to think) officiously take advantage of their position to deprive the infantry officers of the storming
column of their right to lead it into the blockhouse". Moreover he congratulated both officers
afterwards and, "Told them publicly in the presence of Colonel Hume of the 55th Regiment and
other officers that I would do my utmost to get
them the VC. I cannot state positively that I actually promised it to them, but I considered at the
time, as I do now, that the Royal Warrant authorized me ... to confer the distinction subject only to
confirmation by Her Most Gracious Majesty". 8
In Council, discussion concentrated on whether
Tombs had actually promised the VC to both officers. A majority felt that he had made it clear their
action deserved it and that he certainly had the
authority to recommend this directly. They voted
in support of the award. Sir William Mansfield
would not agree. However in December 1867 the
Secretary of State for India accepted the majority
recommendation and on 24 December 1867 this
was endorsed by the CinC of the army, the Duke
of Cambridge, who had the final responsibility for
recommending the award to the Queen. The award
and citation were published in the London Gazette
of 31 December 1867 (ibid).
On 13 January 1868 the two VCs were sent to the
CinC India, for formal presentation, but Mansfield
did not perform this himself. The honour fell to
Major General Fordyce, the GOC in Bengal, who
paraded the local brigade in full dress on the
maidan at Fort William, Calcutta, on 23 March
1868 at 6.30am! Even at that time, so his adjutant
informed Lieutenant Dundas, it would be too hot
for officers' full dress red coats, so the dress for the
ceremony would be, "Long blue frock coats,
pouches, cock-it-up hats and white legs". Trevor
8 (PRO W033/7374).
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and Dundas could be at the Flag Staff mounted, if
they wished, to take the salute but all would dismount for the presentation.
Tombs does not appear to have suffered for his
stalwart support of his subordinates, for on
11 March 1867 he was promoted major general and
the following March he became KCB. Whether
Trevor's own tenacious pursuit of the VC was held
against him by those in authority in India remains
an open question but certainly Colonel J P Steel,
who wrote Trevor's memoir for The RE Journal in
1908, felt that the latter's subsequent distinguished
service failed to secure due recognition when compared with the achievements of two of his brothers,
Sir Arthur Trevor KCSI and Major General John S
Trevor CSI. All William had to show for his
22 years service in Public Works in India was a
medallion for the Calcutta International Exhibition
of 1883/4, presented to him as a member of the
organizing committee, and promotion to major general on his retirement in 1887. Moreover in those
22 years he only saw military action again once,
and that during a period of European leave when in
1870 he went to France as an unofficial observer on
the Prussian side in the Franco-Prussian War. On
the other hand his younger companion at
Dewangari, James Dundas, went to Afghanistan in
1879 as a captain but was killed there in an accidental explosion while setting a charge at Sherpur, outside Kabul.
The Trevor papers, now deposited in the museum,
contain several reports made by William in this latter part of his career for the Government of India
which highlight his administrative talents. Between
1867 and 1870 he was a superintending engineer
and served for a time as consulting engineer to the
Bengal Irrigation Department. In 1872 after two
years' home leave, he became Superintending
Engineer in charge of "First Circle" military works.
In 1874 he was put in charge of famine relief in
Bengal north of the Ganges, for which he received
the formal thanks of the Government of India. After
a short period as CE in Central India he returned to
Burma in February 1876 as CE, a post he retained
until 1880 when he succeeded his elder brother,
John, as Director General of Railways in India.
In Burma in 1876 he prepared proposals for
defending the strategic railway to Pegu and
Rangoon harbour against possible attacks. In 1879
to 80 he was seconded to prepare a report for the

reorganization of the RE establishment in the Public
Works Division of India for which he received an
official commendation from the Governor General
in Council. His valedictory report on leaving Burma
in 1880 set out the Public Works requirements for
British Burma and a programme for their implementation. His last post was Secretary to the
Government of India, Public Works Division, in
Calcutta and Simla, between 1882 and 1887, after
which he retired with the rank of honorary major
general. At the beginning of this period he carried
out the professional inspection of the Corps of
Bengal Sappers and Miners on behalf of the CinC
India. Vibart, the biographer of "Men of Note" of
the old HEIC army said of him, "It was as an organizer and administrator that he was most successful
and gained [his] reputation ... He was always an

advocate for simplification and directness of procedures in the work of all branches of the Public
Works Division. (Vibart H M "Addiscombe, its
57 5
Heroes and Men of Note". London 1894 p .)
died in
elder
the
daughters,
Of General Trevor's
1878 (probably in Calcutta and unmarried), the
younger, Florence, married in India Captain Maule
Brackenbury, of the Royal Engineers, in 1882 after
his return from Afghanistan (Maule Campbell
Brackenbury CSI, commissioned lieutenant 22 June
1865, Colonel 8 September 1895, died 1915).
In his retirement General Trevor lived with his
daughter in Victoria Street, London. He died there
on 2 November 1907 and was buried in the family
vault at Kensal Green Cemetery.
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Roles of Sapper Geologists in the Liberation of
Normandy, 1944
Part 2. Quarries, Water Supply, Bombing
and Cross-Country Movement
COLONEL E P F ROSE TD MA DPHIL MCIWEM CGEOL FGS
PROFESSOR C PAREYN D-ES-SC
Thefirst partof this review (Rose & Pareyn, 1996) documented the roles of sappergeologists in planning
for OperationOverlord, the D-Day landings of 6 June 1944, particularlywith respect to beach conditions
andpotential airfield sites. This concludingpart describes other ways in which a small number of highly
skilled geologists contributedto operationsin the northwest Europeancampaign.
QUARRIES
IN World War Two, armies achieved a high state

of mechanization. In many instances the network
of roads behind the forward troops could not
cope with the traffic, and roads had to be
trengthened,
widened, or new roads built. On

strengthened, widened, or new roads built.

n

D-Day, 8851 vehicles landed in Normandy. By
D+50 there were 152,499 military vehicles in an
area little more than twenty miles broad and ten
miles deep (32 by 16km) (Anon, 1945b). The
weight of some of the vehicles and the passage
of those equipped with caterpillar tracks proved
destructive to road surfaces, and road maintenance became a serious problem. The armies
also needed hard standings for stores depots,
vehicle and gun parks, and runways for their
supporting aircraft.
All this meant a requirement for aggregates which was met by Quarry Group RE.
Commanded by Lieutenant Colonel A R 0
Williams RE, who had earlier distinguished himself as CRE of the tunnelling companies in
Gibraltar (Anon, 1989), this comprised a HQ

group and five quarrying companies, initially
with a total strength of just over 900 all ranks largely recruited from the UK's quarrying industry - supplemented by the Pioneer Corps, prison-

Table 1.Personnel and Main Items of Plant and
Equipment for Quarrying Company, RE

Men
4officers
173 other ranks, including 52 quarrymen, 50 drivers and

sundry tradesmen, plus approximately 100 unskilled men:
Pioneer Corps, prisoners, or civilians.
Excavators, %A
or Hcubic yard
Base machines
3
Face-shovel equipments
3
Dragline equipment
1
Drgle er t blae)
Compressors, mobile
200 cubic feet capacity
7
100 cubic feet capacity
1
Dfters,4in
3
Jackhammers, 50/601b
3
Jackhammers, 25/351b
8
Drill sharpener and furnace
1
Dill steels
linhexagonal
6tons
xin, hexagonal
6 tons
Crushing and grinding units, mobile
10 tons/hour
5
25 tons/hour ("Iowa")
( owa )
2ls
"
"

Dumpers, 3-cubic yard (Muirhill)
Tippers, 3-ton
Trucks, 15cwt

ers-of-war, or local civilians (Table 1). Geology

1

1
12
20
2

Van, utility

guided the group's deployment in two ways:

From Williams (1950), with Imperial units of measure as
in the original.

Geological maps. In 1944 the Geographical Section,

General Staff, of the British Army copied and
printed in full colour, for general Allied distribution,
all the 1:80,000 scale geological maps of the Carte
Geologique de la France (Kaye, 1957). Sheets originally published between 1895 and 1926 covered

Normandy - and the reprints may still be consulted
in the Department of Printed Books at the Imperial
War Museum. Williams (1950, p2 2 3) later recorded:
"Of obvious importance in planning stone production
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Figure 4. Monthly 1,000-ton quantities of stone produced or
distributed by the Quarry Group RE, from June 1944 to June
1945 - in total, and progressively from sources in France,
Belgium, and finally Germany.
(From Rose & Pareyn, 1995; after Anon, 1945a.)

Figure 5. Map showing positions of the main rivers and
British military borehole sites in Normandy, 1944.
See Table 2 for borehole depths and yields, Figure 7 for
strata normally penetrated.
(From Rose & Pareyn, 1995).

from the power station in Caen, still in German
hands (Wilson & Nowers, 1994). However, west
of the River Ome (Figure 5) water was available
from small rivers and existing deep wells. A network of water purification and storage points was
quickly established. These comprised mobile
pumping sets, mobile filtration and chlorination
plants, and sectional steel storage tanks. Ultimately
about 50 water points were established in the area
covered by 1 Corps, twelve of which were operated at any one time. During the first week of battle, each division required approximately
50,000 gallons per day from RE sources. Existing
wells (Figure 6) were soon supplemented by new
wells, developed with geologist expertise:-

contours on the top or base of the aquifer to indicate
depth of boring. A distinction was made between
groundwater expected to be of good quality and that
expected to be saline.
Borehole site selection. Thirty-three boreholes were
put down in Normandy, according to a summary
recorded by Shotton (1945) for ISTD (Inter-Services
Topographical Department), and after the war published by Bigot (1947). According to Shotton, only
one (at Le Haut d'Audieu) was sunk without geologist
advice, by 2nd Canadian Drilling Company. Of the
others, six were shallow holes put down in alluvium
near the River Drome, in ground unfavourable for
deep boreholes. The gravel of the alluvium effected a
natural filtration, reducing the number of filtration
pumps and plants required. Two of the other boreholes
were deep wells through the Cretaceous Chalk, to the
east of the area shown in Figure 5. One hole was abandoned as crooked, the other due to operational moves,
before a satisfactory yield was obtained. Most boreholes (Table 2) penetrated Middle Jurassic oolitic
and/or bioclastic limestones and subordinate clays
(Figure 7), commonly extending into the underlying
Liassic marly limestones. Only one reached the PreCambrian (Brioverian) basement (the St L6 phyllites).
* Borehole drilling supervision. Wells were drilled by
No 8 Boring Section RE, deployed within line-of-communication troops during the build-up phase following
the initial assault (ie from D+5 onwards) (Anon,
1945b). The section was commanded by a geologist,

*Specialist map preparation. Shotton (1947) has
recorded that in the planning stage of Operation
Overlord, geological activities included the preparation of water intelligence maps, and that water supply intelligence work continued and developed after
D-Day. King (1951, p115) has recorded that maps
on the scale of "1/50,000 or thereabouts" were prepared for all the bridge-head areas of Normandy
before D-Day, showing the main aquifers divided
into three main zones: (1) where small springs might
be expected but where boring was unlikely to produce large supplies; (2) the main outcrop area with if
possible water table contours; and (3) subsurface
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Table 2. Royal Engineer Boreholes for Groundwater through
Jurassic Strata in Normandy, 1944
Locality
1. Sully
2. Amfr6ville
3. Tracy-sur-Mer (La Noe)
4. St-Cbme-de-Fresn6 (Buhot No 1)
5. Maisons
6. Tracy-sur-Mer (La Rosiere)
7. St-C6me-de-Fresne (Buhot No 2)
8. Banville
9. Douvres-la-Delivrande
10. Tour-en-Bessin (Grivilly)
11. Manvieux
12. Ouistreham
13. Tour-en-Bessin (Le Coudray)
14. Audrieu (Le Haut d'Audrieu)
15. Caen (Vaucelles)
16. Vaucelles
17. Cormelles
18. Audrieu (Le Base d'Audrieu)
19. Versainville (Chateau)
20. Russy (Russy No 1)
21. Russy (Russy No 2)
22. Russy (Russy No 3)
23. Carpiquet
24. St Sulpice
25. Audrieu

Depth
(m)

Yield
(m3h)

34.75
100.60
97.50
105.15
26.00
38.00
24.40
45.70
39.60
20.70
45.70
33.00
25.00
58.00
73.25
7.00
62.50
30.50
70.10
28.35
18.30
18.30
81.40
15.25
45.70

18.00
3.00
0.45
11.80
13.50
18.00
13.60
14.50
22.70
nil
nil*
31.90
9.10
3.40
28.70
13.60
14.00
9.00
4.50
3.20
2.70
2.70
4.10
1.34
18.20

'Abandoned before completion due to operational necessities.
Data from Shotton (1945), Bigot (1947). According to Shotton, most
yields were calculated from pumping tests carried out over 24 hours.
See Figure 5 for geographical position, and Figure 7 for generalized
Middle-Lower Jurassic sequence penetrated by most boreholes.

in the Royal Hampshire Regiment, effectively to
found the Officers' Training Corps at Southampton
University where he was a lecturer in Geology and
Zoology. He left in 1935 on appointment to the British
Geological Survey, but rejoined his old regiment in
1939, just before the outbreak of war (Rose &
Rosenbaum, 1993). By 1945 he was a local major in
charge of the research and experiments contingent of
the British Bombing Research Mission, still carrying
out duties as a geological expert whilst meeting command responsibilities for the contingent. He had participated in active-service missions to study the effects
of aerial bombing, sometimes in the very front line, in
locations which included Sicily, Italy and France notably Normandy.
Names and service affiliation of the geologists
who served at Medmenham have not to our
knowledge been published, although several
geologists are known to have served in World
War Two with RAF rank. One of those who
served at Medmenham in the Photographic
Intelligence Unit was L R Wager, a distinguished
mountaineer and "polar" explorer, and a
squadron leader RAFVR - until in 1943
appointed Professor of Geology in the University

of Durham, and from 1950 in the University of
Oxford (Hargreaves, 1991). N L Falcon also
served during the war in air photographic interpretation, as a lieutenant colonel in the
Intelligence Corps, before becoming postwar a
TA sapper geologist and later Chief Geologist at
British Petroleum (Rose & Hughes, 1993b; Rose
& Rosenbaum 1993).
CROSS-COUNTRY MOVEMENT
Two roles in this category can be distinguished
amongst the geologist tasks listed by Shotton
(1947) after a lecture to the Geological Society
of London:* Terrain analysis. "When the invasion had taken
place ... The printing of maps showing predicted soil
types was greatly developed with particular reference to the movement of tracked and wheeled vehicles - a development rendered important by the
scale of operations in winter and early spring under
adverse weather conditions." It seems, however, that
this development largely postdated the battle for
Normandy. 1:100,000 scale maps published in 1944
by the British War Office (Geographical Service,
General Staff No. 4416) overprinted with Suitability
for Cross Country Movement (Trafficability) are
preserved in the Imperial War Museum, London.
But these are for Germany only, and "prepared by
U.S. Geological Survey for Chief of Engineers, U.S.
Army," although printed through the facilities of the
Institut Geographique National in France. Kaye
(1957) has described how a group of seven geologists was employed in terrain studies within the
Intelligence Division of the office of the CE of the
US forces within the northwest European theatre.
* River crossings. "For the final attack across the
Rhine, the bed and approaches of the river were
investigated in detail, since amphibious vehicles
must be able to enter and emerge from the river
without difficulty if the operation were to go
smoothly. Other geological matters investigated
were the constitution of the Rhine bed at the place
where pile bridges were to be constructed ..."
Shotton arrived in Normandy about 3% weeks
after D-Day. After the breakout from the bridgehead on 25 July, the Allied advance was so rapid
(400 miles, some 640km, in 42 days) that apart
from operational bridging, geotechnical engineering problems scarcely arose. Shotton later
recalled (written com, 1989) that "It was hectic
travelling to Brussels" and that he gave intelligence on the crossing of the Meuse as well as the
Rhine. Although British geologist roles in guiding military movement were effectively initiated
in Normandy, they were developed subsequently.

ROLES OF SAPPER GEOLOGISTS IN THE LIBERATION OF NORMANDY, 1944 - PART 2
CONCLUSION
THE American armed forces in World War Two
were supported by a military geology unit based
upon the United States Geological Survey. This
furnished the engineers with complete geotechnical folios in preparation for every operation in
which American troops took part or planned to
take part - with one exception: "the Normandy
landings for which the work was done by British
geologists" (Anon, 1945c). For Normandy, sapper geologists uniquely provided specialist
expertise for the Allied armies as a whole - at
least until assumption of full-scale American
staff work for the US sector in the spring of
1944 (Kaye, 1957; Snyder, 1957).
Few geologists served as such in the British
army (Rose & Hughes, 1993a; Rose &
Rosenbaum, 1993). This contrasts strikingly
with the employment of geologists in the
American army, whose Military Geology Unit
had a wartime roster of 88 geologists, 11 soil
scientists, and 15 other specialists, plus 43 support staff including illustrators, typists and photographers. The American unit produced 313
studies for use by the American services during
the war, including 140 major terrain folios, 42
other major special reports, and 131 minor studies - in total containing about 5000 maps, 4000
photographs and figures, 2500 large tables, and
140 terrain diagrams (Anon, 1945c; Hunt, 1950;
Terman, 1994). The remarkably small British
geological staff also contrasts with the German
army, which began the war with a large number
of military geologists (Rose, 1980) and several
military geological textbooks, and which
increased its establishment from 25 teams of
military geologists in 1941 to 40 teams by
November 1943.
As sapper geologists comprised a relatively
small group, their individual qualities became
proportionately more important : academic
excellence, professional experience, and military
commitment. Of the individuals cited above,
half (Bagnold, Bernal, Falcon, King, Shotton
and Wager) were postwar elected to fellowship
of the Royal Society (FRS) for civilian achievements - the highest national accolade for a
British scientist. All had pre-war postgraduate
professional experience of direct military relevance. Some (Anderson, Bagnold, King) had
already held commissioned rank in the reserve
or regular forces - for the others, over five years
of war provided time enough to achieve it.
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'Operation Overlord', which launched the
Allied armies on to the beaches of Normandy on
D-Day, 6 June 1944, and the subsequent battle
for control of Normandy demonstrated more
clearly than any other campaign of World War
Two the diversity of geologist roles potentially
available in both the planning and the operational
phases of a time of conflict. These roles were
demonstrated by a temporary exhibit after the
war at the Geological Museum, London (Butler,
1947) - but this was soon dismantled, and its
components are currently untraceable. There is
no indexed reference to geology or geologists in
the official (Ellis, 1962) history of this part of the
Second World War. However, the perceived
value of the geologist contributions to the liberation of Normandy stimulated postwar the production of a geological part (XV) to the Corps
textbook series Military Engineering (Anon,
1949), and the formation of a pool of geologists
within the Reserve Army (Rose & Hughes,
1993b,c). As far as the Corps was concerned, a
lesson had been learnt.
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a children's party at our house where they stuffed
themselves full. It was striking to see how
immaculately the children were turned out and
the pleasure of their parents when they came later
to fetch their offspring and found that the "conquerors" invited them in and regaled them with
German gin! The problem of language was overcome by the introduction of simple games - hunt
the slipper and so on - which needed no verbal
explanation. It was the first time that some of the
younger children had ever known the delights of
sweets and chocolates let alone the fun of paper
hats and crackers.
This party broke the ice and led to some German
families inviting us back to their houses where
they did their best to entertain us with their meagre
rations. We were thus gradually able to discuss
fairly objectively the events which had led to the
war and its tragic consequences. Two incidents
stand out. An elderly lady was knocked off her
cycle by a passing car and lay in the gutter in a
very dazed state. We noticed that no German went
near her but we went along, did what we could
and arranged for her to get proper medical attention. Raising this matter with some of our German
acquaintances later, we asked why no one went to
help. The reply was "Oh, if anybody had helped,
the police would have assumed that they were
responsible and they would have been taken away
for questioning. They might never have been seen
again." Such was their fear of involvement with
the German police. The other incident concerns a
number of German girls who asked my wife, who
was then Commissioner for British Girl Guides in
Germany, if she would give them a talk about girl
guides. The Germans were not permitted at that
time to have any scouts or guides or indeed any
similar youth organizations. The girls on this occasion assembled and stood rigidly at attention when
my wife met them, but were soon put at their ease
as she gathered them around in an informal circle.
Intense interest was shown and after a time my
wife sensed that they had accepted her as a leader,
but she also had a most uncomfortable feeling that
they would have obeyed any instructions from her
quite blindly and without question. This was a typical example of the effect regimentation had had
on the people of this nation which had contributed
so much to the success of Hitler's dictatorship.
In the winter of 1947 I had occasion to visit
Berlin, on duty, and it so happened that Lady
Robertson (wife of the military governor) had
invited my wife to visit her in order to discuss the

organization of British Girl Guides in Berlin. In
those days it was necessary for every civilian to be
given an equivalent military rank, so my wife was
appointed brigadier. It was perishing cold, there
was no heat on the train and when we got to
Marienberg, the checkpoint on entering the
Russian zone, my secretary got out of the train and
prepared to brew up some tea by the side of the
line. The Russians saw this as a ruse to help someone make an illegal entry into the Russian zone and i
aimed a machine-gun at her, so she scrambled back
into the train in double quick time. We arrived at
the terminus at Berlin without further incident and
were transported to a hotel run by the NAAFI for
British officers. Our first contact there was with the
German hall porter who offered his services on the
black market in exchange for a few cigarettes, but
orders were strict and we declined. The bedroom
furniture still bore the jagged scars of air raids holes and splinters everywhere. There were large
cracks in the walls and the windows were glazed
with that misty substance which took the place of
glass in those days. However the hotel was warm
and the food adequate. Indeed the official charge of
sixpence per day for "extra messing" seemed more
than justified.
We managed to fit in a visit to Hitler's
Chancellory in the Wilhelmstrasse in the
Russian sector. At the time, before the Berlin
Wall was erected, there was free movement
between the sectors of Berlin for both Allied and
German personnel. On the way there we passed
the burnt out framework of the Reichstag building and were impressed by the changing of the
Russian guard at their war memorial, incongruously sited in the British sector quite close to the
Brandenburg Gate which marked the sector
limit. The Chancellory was a shambles, the
floors littered with glass from the remains of
broken chandeliers, and covered with papers
from the safes of Hitler and his staff, rain
dripped through the roof and formed icicles,
while the whole place had a sinister reek of
burnt destruction. At that time the atmosphere
was so disturbing and evil that no German dared
to set foot inside. The famous bunker where
Hitler, his staff and Eva Braun spent their last
days was in the garden, but flooded so that we
could only go a short way into it accompanied
by a Russian soldier with a torch, but there was
no mistaking the ditch by the entrance where
Hitler is said to have been burnt after committing suicide by taking poison.

STRANGE OCCUPATION
The city was more rubble than buildings and
women could be seen on the bombed sites clearing
it away with their bare hands. Their dejected but
determined looks were in accord with the estimate
of 15 years which we were given for the completion of this task. A visit to the State Opera House
in the Russian sector provided welcome relief, and
a performance of "Madame Butterfly" was of the
highest standard.
Our visit was in sharp contrast with that proposed by our German chauffeur, Felix, who came
along one day to say that he would like to visit his
ageing mother in Berlin. Rather surprised I said
that it was almost impossible to get a permit for a
German to go there. He realized this, but said that
all he wanted was my permission to be away for
the weekend, as he had his own ideas of how to
get there. Warning him to take care, we packed up
a few rations to take to his mother and fervently
hoped we should see him return. He reappeared all
smiles as usual on the Monday morning and when
asked how he had got on, said that all had gone
well on the outward journey but that on the way
back he had had a bit of bother with some Russian
soldiers. He had got there by jumping on the train,
getting off just before reaching the checkpoint,
walking over the border and getting onto the train
again. On the way back he repeated this procedure
but was spotted by some Russian soldiers as he
got off the train and they chased and eventually
arrested him. He was taken to a hut and interrogated, being first made to remove his boots, but
catching his captors off guard he hurled his boots
through the window and jumped out after them.
The Russians fired at him repeatedly but he hid in
the woods and eventually crossed the border back
into the British zone.
Felix was a remarkable character. He had been
Rommel's chauffeur and was certainly the most
efficient driver and man of parts I had ever met.
Whenever I went to a meeting or to the club he
always brought the car round to the door from
wherever he had parked it within seconds of my
appearing, no matter what time of the day or night.
If my wife was with me he was always on the spot
with a rug to wrap round her knees. A superb driver, he always got us safely to our destination
whatever the weather or road conditions.
Conditions during the occupation were slow to
improve. The currency was almost worthless, and
the Germans got most of their necessities either by
barter or through the black market. There was
practically nothing in the shops. In each town
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there was an exchange shop where surplus articles
were displayed and exchanges made. Instead of
being marked with a price, items bore a ticket stating the thing required in exchange: an overcoat for
a pair of boots, for example. On the black market,
the main trading item was cigarettes, and most
things were obtainable for them.
Petty theft was naturally common. The electric
light bulbs outside our front door were regularly
stolen despite various wire contraptions to secure
them. Cats were also bartered, their skins being
much sought after on the black market. A more
serious nuisance was to find that on returning to
one's parked car, all four wheels had disappeared!
Before we moved house from Bunde to Detmold
in Westphalia, the Russians had overrun the place
and only later retired to the agreed zonal boundaries. The recollection of their stay was vivid in
the minds of the Germans. There were numerous
stories of pillage, watches and jewellery being
stolen. The huge bronze figure of Hermann's
denkmal 1 on the hill overlooking the town was
peppered with holes from the bullets of Russian
soldiers out on a spree. Because of political disagreement our relations with the Russians became
strained from time to time and rumours of a
Russian invasion were often current among the
Germans. We had established a friendly relationship with a German family nearby and they
solemnly begged us to take their jewellery and
their young son to England rather than let them
fall into the hands of the Russians. This request
was occasioned by having heard the sound of gunfire close at hand, which in actual fact came from
our own forces' manoeuvres.
Next to us was a large house full from attic to cellar with German refugee families. Among these
was a Prussian general who had commanded a
division on the eastern front. He told a remarkable
story. His division had included an SS
(Schutzstaffel) brigade and when he found that a lot
of looting was going on in his area in Poland, he
pinned it down to this brigade and issued orders
IHermann, who was a chief of the Cherusci tribe, is
better known to historians by his Roman name
"Arminius." He had supported the Romans in several
campaigns and had become a Roman citizen of equestrian status. He was a patriot at heart, however, and he
allied with other German tribes and ambushed a
Roman army in the Teutoburgh Forest in AD9. The
entire Roman force of three legions, about 20,000
men, under the command of Publius Quintilius Varus,
was annihilated.
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that it was to stop. In spite of this the SS members,
who were a law unto themselves, took no notice.
The general then reported the matter to Keitel, the
Commander in Chief. The result was that
Himmler, the head of the SS, gave orders that the
general be recalled and retired. It was lucky that he
got away with his life but at the time we met him
he was in great financial difficulty for, until he had
been cleared of suspicion by the Allies, he could
not draw his pension. The general was a charming
man who doffed his hat every day as he passed our
house pushing his barrow with road manure for his
allotment, where he was growing runner beans to
supplement his household's rations.
The large house also accommodated Prince
Rupert of Lippe, a young boy who had lived in
Detmold Schloss. Our visit to this castle surprised
us by the English character of much of the contents ... pictures of Queen Victoria on the wall and

genealogical tables showing close connections
with our own royal family. What a pity that our
two great nations could not have lived in harmony
as they had done in the past. Our life in Detmold
was enhanced by an excellent club where, in the
early days, a first class German orchestra was only
too delighted to give their services in return for a
meal and some beer.
We acquired an excellent maid, a refugee from
Stettin on the Baltic coast. As the Russians
approached, her family left their home in Stettin
and set out west carrying what they could. The
father and his three daughters separated and Gisela
managed to reach a farm near the British zone
boundary, after having had to drop most of her
belongings through exhaustion. She got herself up
as a child (she was of small stature), put such
belongings as she had into a doll's pram and
pushed it over the frontier. Gisela worked for us
all the time we were in Germany, growing from a
near skeleton into a plump little person. Later she
came to England with us and only left to return to
Germany to marry a childhood friend. We met her
father, too. He was badly off, but had managed to
live in an old railway station ... a quite charming

old man, a true philosopher.
My duties involved much travelling in order to
ascertain the whereabouts of the various departments of the German Survey Service which I was
supposed to control. A visit to Berchtesgaden was
included in my work schedule and provided quite
an astonishing experience. Half way up the mountain to Hitler's Eagles' Nest, were the homes of
Hermann Goering and other members of Hitler's

staff ... most elaborate houses, little damaged by
bombing. From there one travelled by a single
track mountain road, through tunnels in the rock
and round hairpin bends until one drew up at a
massive door with huge bronze fittings, opening
into a passage which led straight into the mountainside and up a gentle slope to a lift shaft. The
lift was a two-tier affair in which the big shots
travelled in the top half and the servants and
underlings in the lower. It went straight up to the
Eagles' Nest where each level opened onto a landing, the top one being close to Hitler's round room
with a wonderful view of the Austrian lakes below
and where Hitler "entertained" his foreign victims
and dictated his terms. The house was quite
undamaged and what a thrill I had to find that the
lift man was the same who had taken Hitler up and
down! He told me that Hitler had not used the
Eagles' Nest a great deal but that members of his
entourage had made frequent visits.
Travelling around in those early days was sometimes an improvised affair and could have its
exciting moments. There was an occasion when
the Dakota I was in, with a full load of passengers
and ready for take off, was held up while a large
number of German prisoners with a heavy guard
was taken on board filling all available standing
room. "Can we get off the ground?" someone
asked the pilot. "Well I hope so!" He replied.
Remembering the saying: "If you get it on a
Dakota, you can get it off," I too hoped for the
best. Not far from the airfield was a wood and I
breathed a sigh of relief as we just skimmed the
treetops and flew safely up and away.
At one period it fell to my lot to work in the
Reparations and Restitutions Division of the
Control Commission. The restitutions part of this
rather grandiose title consisted of returning to the
country or origin, articles of all kinds stolen by the
Germans during their occupation. Simple in principle, but extremely difficult in practice because of
the problem of distinguishing between genuine
ownership demands and phony ones.
The reparations part of the division involved
the review of all German factories which might
be considered suitable for distribution to Allied
countries. A comprehensive stock-taking and
valuation of each factory was called for and submitted to the Inter Allied Reparation Authority
which sat in Brussels. Details were decided with
representatives of the 17 nations involved who
were accommodated at Bad Salzuflen, the prewar spa. Whether or not it was a part of the

STRANGE OCCUPATION
process of getting the best they could out of the
situation, there was great competition as to who
could throw the most elaborate party. These were
frequent and lavish, the tables groaning under the
fat of the land, much of it looted, and the supply
of drinks was unlimited. Visions of huge blocks
of ice with coloured lights embedded in them
remain in my memory. All was not peaceful however. With so many members from rival countries
gathered together it was not surprising that there
were frequent incidents during which one nation's
representatives (usually the Russians) got up and
stormed out of the assemblage. The Russians
were most difficult to satisfy. Not only did they
want every nut and bolt dismantled for sending
back to Russia, but they pestered me for everything to be done in a frantic hurry, and threw out
hints of an international incident being created if
the deadline was not met. They also required all
their local offices to be connected by telephone to
Moscow so that they could report nightly in the
most detailed fashion.
It is a matter of history that Hamburg, one of the
greatest of the German cities and ports, suffered
one of the heaviest bombings of the war. In 1946
we stayed there in one of the few remaining hotels,
with something remaining of its prewar glory ...
elaborate candelabra, plush curtains etc contrasting
harshly with the surrounding devastation. The
Germans who still remained talked of the final blitz
as a landmark in history, rather as we might say
"before the flood". Whole streets had literally been
set on fire, "blockbusters" had killed thousands of
people in deep shelters and the harbour and docks
were a mass of twisted metal and heaps of rubble.
The local government was striving hard to sort the
mess out and the occasional shop was opening
though with little to sell. It was a treat to go the
short distance from there to Schleswig Holstein,
which was largely undamaged. The club at
Travemiinde was still functioning (under British
control) and the beaches around provided a quiet
respite from conditions elsewhere. One of our most
pleasant recreations was a weekend at the sailing
club at Diimmersee, not far from Hanover. The
British had taken this German centre over lock,
stock and barrel, with clubhouse and living accommodation (hutted buildings) all intact. The lake was
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nowhere more than about four feet deep, a great
asset when one either got becalmed or was capsized in a fierce wind and had to wade ashore. The
clubhouse bar was adequately stocked with
NAAFI supplies and the only immediate reminder
of the war was the sight of the tail of a wrecked
plane which stuck out incongruously from the lake.
As a diversion from sailing one could stroll along
lanes and watch the storks in the fields, or see them
on their great nests on farm roofs.
It took some years before any semblance of order
was created out of the wartime havoc and devastation. Eventually, however, the authorities (British
and German) decided on a currency reform which
introduced the new Deutschmark. The effect was
immediate and electrifying. Shops which were
bare one day appeared full of goods the next.
People, especially the young, gazed in wonder at
articles on display which many of them had never
seen before. This was a turning point in the
German economy and an enormous boost to
German industry. One might say, I think, that
from then on they never looked back.
The German surrender in May 1945 brought
many problems to the Allied forces including the
"vetting" of suspicious characters who posed as
refugees. One such was a man who said he was a
former sailor and produced a passport to prove it.
Something about him and his behaviour aroused
suspicion that he might be Himmler and he was
taken aside for more detailed scrutiny by a doctor.
He was made to take off his outer garments, which
he did under protest, and a thorough examination
of him was undertaken starting from the feet and
working up. The final check was to be his teeth
but there was a crunch as he bit on a phial in his
mouth, later found to contain prussic acid, and he
very quickly fell in a heap, dead. He was identified as Himmler from his dental records.
All these notes are written as remembered and are
not in strict sequence of occurrence. To those of us
who served in the British Army of the Rhine during
the years immediately following the end of hostilities, it was an experience never to be forgotten. One
feels that these recollections may be of interest to
some of the present generation who only from
hearsay can have any knowledge of day-to-day
conditions in that time of strange occupation.

Captain B G Legg
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because local Croats
were trying to charge the
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areas. Fortunately we
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few basic calculations by myself, desperately trying to remember everything which I had learned at
Shrivenham, and haviing a tank commander,
Corporal Flaherty, who had built the most risky
bridge - at Tarcin - to a minimum of MLC 30 on
Operation Grapple 1. }Knowing the size of the
safety factors normally used also gave me a bit
more confidence. Despiite all this, when we did
eventually move, we c rossed each bridge carefully, one vehicle at a tiime in ascending order of
weight, closely observi ing the behaviour of the
bridge with each pass.
With a much clearer idlea of the country and the
likely operations in whiclh we might get involved, I
carried out my own TEVVTs with the vehicle commanders, followed by a short troop exercise. The
TEWTs, the reality of the situation and the lack of
outside distractions, managed to really concentrate
our minds. During the exercise we not only practised opening routes into the enclaves, overcoming
all obstacles along the way, but also practised how
to deploy a long distance to the assembly area
before such an operation, which in Bosnia was half
the problem. We made the tanks as light, low and
narrow as possible, offloading removable equipment onto trucks travelling with the echelon. A
novel idea was introduced, of taking apart the tank
bridges with a crane and strapping the parts onto
DROPS (demountable rack offloading pallet system) pallets. Unfortunately armoured engineers do
not have their own DROPS vehicles, so these had
to be borrowed for each deployment
On the last day of our exercise we lost our freedom of movement and had to return to TSG

ordnance disposal (EOD)

training and comparing
each other's engineer capability. Our main role
has always been engineer close support to
armoured units in Central Europe. Theirs was
support to the faster moving Legion in the desert.
We found that their "assault pioneer" skills, such
as mine clearance by hand, were very good. In
other engineer skills however, such as clearing
obstacles from under armour, building field
defences, bridging and plant work, their training
and equipment were quite limited compared to
our own. These differences in capabilities led
later in the tour to several temporary exchanges of
equipment between ourselves and the Legion
engineers (as well as engineers of other nationalities) for specific tasks.
MOUNT IGMAN

THE call to action soon came, in the form of providing engineer support to the artillery. They had
just been given orders to move up to Mount
Igman, to a position where MNB guns could dominate Sarajevo. The task was supposed to last a
maximum of two weeks and involve digging and
revetting two battery positions plus one reserve for
the 105mm light guns, hardening the headquarters
and providing a water point. However, it soon
became clear that far more was required as it
seemed likely that the gunners would be on Igman
for several months, up to and including winter.
Consequently, much reorganization and winterization of vehicles and equipment was carried out,
and many aspects of living comfortably in
trenches, forgotten since the First World War,
were relearned.
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tank fell part of the way down a cliff until stopped
by trees and resulted in an 18-hour recovery operation during which the road had to be closed.
Unfortunately the route was vital to MNB plans, so
throughout the recovery generals were breathing
down my neck and I had to be prepared to push the
tank right over the cliff in order to clear the road.
The tanks all made it, however, and this was one of
the key factors in affecting the decision to send a
battlegroup of Challenger main battle tanks to
Bosnia under NATO command a few months later.
Once the tanks arrived at Kiseljak Brick Factory,
preparations began for joint training with the
UNTF-A and the French Foreign Legion. As there
were no training areas, this mainly involved studying aerial photographs, and carrying out recces,
model exercises and TEWTs. As with our initial
deployment to Igman, I once again had members
of 4 Field Squadron attached, including field sections in AFV 432s with scatterable mines clearance devices fixed to the fronts, and an EOD team.
We were also ordered to paint the vehicles green
and black again because the new concept of operations was that the MNB was the UN's second echelon - all white vehicles being the first. As long as
the first echelon could do their jobs unhindered, the
MNB would be held back, but should any white
vehicles be stopped from carrying out their duties,
the MNB would enter the fray to lay down the law.
Our proposed tactics for an advance through hostile territory were loosely based on normal battlegroup "advance to contact" drills. However, these
were significantly adapted to take into account the
likely threat, UN Rules of Engagement, the mountainous terrain, the abundance of minefields and
the assets which we had at our disposal. From an
engineer perspective, the main threats would be
hastily erected barriers or surface-laid mines
placed by the local Serbs to stop the advance. In a
wartime scenario, with the equipment that we had,
we could have cleared all of these, albeit with an
element of risk. However, Rules of Engagement,
combined with the desire to keep the support of
the majority of the population, meant that our
tanks would remain quite far back. As they were
by far the heaviest and most aggressive looking of
the battlegroup vehicles, they would ofily be
brought into view if they were going to be used..
That reduced the engineer presence forward to two
recce Spartans with a small packet of light armoured
vehicles close behind. This in turn meant potential
passing problems for tanks and other vehicles moving forward on the narrow roads, exacerbated by

breakdowns, local confusion and mines on many of
the verges. One factor in our favour was that speed
was never a top priority, so everything could be controlled deliberately and calmly.
After three weeks of waiting around in the brick
factory, we were finally given our orders. I in turn
gave mine and we formed up ready to go. Both
recce vehicles deployed to the edge of the confrontation line and then ... the operation was cancelled! The next day white UN vehicles drove into
Sarajevo unhindered. The bombardments of BSA
positions by the artillery of the MNB and NATO
aeroplanes, followed by the threat of using ground
forces, had proved enough to bring the Serbs to
the bargaining table. 6 Troop was privileged to
have played an integral part in that process.
Unfortunately this did not change the fact that
the troop was now spread between Igman,
Kiseljak and TSG. There was also a plan to move
some of the vehicles down to Split as reserves during the approaching winter, looked after by a
small maintenance team. A quick glance at the
map will tell you that this is quite unmanageable
for a troop. We therefore pulled out of TSG completely and put the Split maintenance team under
the administrative command of the echelon of
21 Engineer Regiment already based there. The
bulk of the troop then concentrated for the last few
weeks of the tour on establishing organized, winterized camps both on Igman and in Kiseljak - the
two centres of attention for UNTF-A.
Eventually, a couple of weeks after the cancelled
operation, we did carry out our only true armoured
engineer task of the tour. We laid a No 8 tank
overbridge across a river on a main supply route,
near the edge of the hostile Serb town of Hadzici.
It was placed over a seriously war-damaged road
bridge which would not take more than light
wheeled vehicles. However, contrary to all earlier
plans, the top priority for this task seemed to be to
catch up with the press, who were already at the
bridge waiting for something to happen. A small
group of engineer armoured vehicles therefore
shot off down the road with only the Spartan
machine guns for protection, laid the bridge, then
returned quite uneventfully to Kiseljak.
CONCLUSION
BEFORE even arriving in Bosnia we learned one
valuable lesson - the importance of constant training. Although we had no prior warning of our
deployment, we had experienced a full and varied
year prior to June 1995, which had ensured that

ARMOURED ENGINEERS IN BOSNIA?
we were operationally prepared in all four skills:
armoured engineering, combat engineering, artisan trades and basic infantry procedures.
Armoured engineers are very much "jacks of all
trades", which for our tour was perfect. However,
we must be careful not to lower standards in our
primary role, which at times is quite a challenge.
During the tour we carried out the vast majority
of Sapper tasks capably, as well as our own specialist role tasks. However, although we had an
unusual orbat, we found that there were not
enough artisans with a spread of trades at the section commander level and often had to borrow
them from elsewhere. We were conspicuously
short of class 1 electricians and plumbers. In
armoured engineering, we showed that the reliability of our equipment dramatically improved
when we had unchanging crews for a reasonable
period of time, who were able to drive the vehicles
regularly and had good spare-parts backup. We
then demonstrated the ability of tanks to move virtually anywhere, using the bridge load classes on
signs or derived from pamphlets as only a guide.
As already mentioned, there were a couple of
other-arms problems which had quite an effect on
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the troop. From our observations, most people
seemed quite inexperienced in building field
defences and at supplying field defence stores.
This problem seems to have arisen due to training
restrictions. However, we showed what could be
achieved using non-standard materials to construct
perfectly adequate defences and by much improvisation, adapted these for a long-term stay.
The MNB's greatest problem was logistics. Its
mission was achieved only because everything
worked at a slow, methodical pace. Unfortunately
logistics support seemed to be virtually non-existent, with all the various nationalities tapping into
existing national supply chains from other formations in order to keep going. At times this, coupled
with the seemingly leisurely pace of UN bureaucracy, seriously slowed down work in progress.
Our five-month tour, in addition to playing a
small part in history, taught many people many
things. Despite the long working hours, personal
danger and basic living conditions, the importance
and variety of our tasks made our time in Bosnia
thoroughly enjoyable. To have been the troop
commander was for me an honour, privilege and
education which will stay with me forever.
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SUSTAINABLE METHODS FOR CLEARING LANDMINES AFTER CONFLICTS
rendering them harmless. There are many types of
mine, some very difficult to detect or dangerous to
clear, some containing more than 10kg of high
explosive, most containing under 250 grams.
Humanitarian demining teams commonly comprise nationals, often ex-soldiers, under the
management of expatriates, using imported military
equipment in a military-style organization. Mine
clearance is generally very slow and consequently
expensive per unit of area cleared. The active military in the countries affected are not usually
involved in post-conflict (humanitarian) demining,
which is, in many ways, a new activity. It has
drawn together several sorts of organization: international agencies, official aid programmes (like the
Overseas Development Administration's emergencies programme), non-governmental agencies (like
the Halo Trust, Oxfam and the Mines Advisory
Group), commercial companies, universities and
military units. Some of these are involved in funding demining, some in doing the job and some in
trying to advance demining technology.
The authors of this paper work in a university
research unit that supports front-line demining
groups. The unit, which has received invaluable
assistance from the Royal Engineers, has worked
for many years on "bottom-up industrialization" in
less developed countries. We have considerable
experience of both what it is possible to achieve in
countries with a poor supply and skills infrastructure, and of communicating with and training local
artisans. This background of seeking to provide
interventions that will result in self-sustaining
improvements within developing countries,
colours our approach to the problems of humanitarian mine clearance.
The practical response of our unit to date has
been to try to provide demining groups with
answers to some of their immediate problems. At
the same time we have endeavoured to collate
information and are designing new equipment
specifically for non-conflict demining.
In this article we discuss what might make the
provision of demining equipment sustainable,
describe some specific steps with which our unit
has been connected and conclude by asking the
help of interested readers in advancing the art of
humanitarian demining.
THE ISSUE OF SUSTAINABILITY

IN "development" circles, the issue of sustainability
is hotly debated. How can short-term interventions
from outside assist a country to lift itself out of
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poverty? Experience has shown that many (if not
most) support initiatives that rely on alien skills,
experience and values do not survive after the external organizers have left. Post-conflict mine clearance
is not normally considered as a long-term development exercise, but rather as an emergency process of
repair and restoration. This approach would be tenable if the problem were finite and it could be
confidently stated that outside experts would not be
needed after a set period. When, in global terms,
mines are being laid much faster than they are being
cleared, and when estimates of the time required to
clear any one country vary from 5 to 50 years, the
need to achieve local sustainability becomes obvious.
This need is recognized by the UN and many NGOs
(nongovernmental organizations) in the field. Indeed,
it was this need that prompted the British Mines
Advisory Group (a demining NGO) to interest us in
their needs originally.
During our work we have interviewed representatives from many demining organizations (mostly in
the field) and found that they are concerned to
achieve demining "sustainability". Some NGOs
have established local manufacture of uniforms and
probes, but with uncertain funding and short-term
contracts, the issue of organizational sustainability
has not been realistically addressed. Nor has the
high cost of the demining equipment that is currently imported, such as detectors, body armour and
visors. We found a sense of desperate inevitability
about the anticipated rapid decline of any established infrastructure as soon as it was put under
local control.
A common view is that the only answer to the sustainability problem is to find a "technological fix"
to make demining much faster and allow full clearance before overseas money runs out. Development
experts argue that a better answer would be to
devise organizational structures that, while varying
from accepted demining practice, were appropriate
and sustainable locally. However, they also
acknowledge that this would take time and require a
different range of field experience from that available to most mine-clearance organizations.
TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY
As a step towards sustainability the reduction of
the total cost of demining (and of its foreign
exchange component) can be approached broadly
in one of two ways. One might:
either continually refine existing demining practice
and reduce the expenditure on equipment, management and manpower, to achieve a substantial
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may have been abandoned a decade or more ago.
In the humid tropics and in the absence of farming
activity, mined areas will often come to support
dense bush if not actual forest. Tangled among
this undergrowth can be the tripwires of fragmentation mines with a killing range of more than
50 metres.
For safety, some organizations fire or throw
grappling hooks across an area in the hope of
snagging the tripwires and detonating mines from
a safe distance. Others fire coloured cotton thread
over the area in the hope that it will catch on the
thin wires and reveal their presence.
While increasing safety by adding more levels of
caution to existing practice is liable to slow the
process, we contend that increasing safety by the
use of appropriate equipment need not. For example, the use of a shield at high risk times such as
when defusing or detonating a device adds nothing
to the time taken. Other safety aids, such as various means of containing a controlled blast or of
increasing the distance between a deminer and his
target, may actually increase demining speed.
Antipersonnel mines and some ordnance are of
low explosive power, typically containing less that
250 grams of high explosive (much less in the
case of more modem antipersonnel mines). Even
quite modest amounts of body protection will
greatly reduce injuries from the explosion of such
devices. An obvious example is the 4mm polycarbonate visor that can provide full blast and
environmental fragmentation protection less than
one metre from an antipersonnel blast. Similarly,
being a few centimetres further away from a blast
(by using long-handled tools) can prevent the loss
of a hand in the event of an accident.
It seems likely that mechanical methods of clearing the ground and detonating fragmentation
mines from a safe distance could be developed, so
allowing deminers to make much faster and safer
progress over mined areas.
The unit cost of clearing a hectare of land can
usefully be viewed as the cost per hour of demining divided by the speed of demining (eg in
hectares per demining day). Reducing unit cost is
therefore a matter both of increasing speed or
reducing daily costs or doing both.
Factors which affect the "daily cost" equation are:
* Detector "hire" (currently a $2000 detector might
serve for from 300 to 900 days).
* Supervision costs (an experienced expatriate demining
manager or trainer usually costs between 50 and 100
times more per day than a locally recruited deminer).
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*Transport and logistic support (for access, for maintenance and supply of equipment and consumables,
provision of mobile accommodation and for evacuation in the case of emergencies).
As with so many technologies, there is the option
of reducing labour costs by increasing the performance (and invariably the cost) of equipment. In
demining, the ultimate form of this option would be
the completely "remote" detection and destruction
of dangerous devices. However the technology to
achieve this does not yet exist, and may not be
appropriate to use when it is.
INCREMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS TO
MANUAL DEMINING

HUMANTrARIAN demining is usually done by a pro-

cess of finding and then disposing of each device.
Such devices usually contain some metal, so a
metal detector is the basic instrument used to find
them. Unfortunately most ground contains pieces
of metal - including bullets, fencing and bottle
tops - so there is a high incidence of false alarms.
Also, soils with a high iron content can cause false
alarms and, of course, completely non-metallic
mines are undetectable in this way.
The possible introduction of very "smart" detectors belong to the category "major technological
innovation" discussed later. There is, however,
some scope for incremental improvements in more
conventional detector design and we are exploring
this possibility.
The process of probing for and uncovering a
mine may be undertaken either crouching or lying
on the ground. The necessary close proximity of
deminer to mine calls for the most careful procedures coupled perhaps with protective clothing.
Final disposal is achieved by defusing or
destroying the mine in situ, or by transport to a
disposal site. Humanitarian demining organizations are of course keen to prevent any "recycling"
of the mines that they clear.
The most obvious approach to incremental
improvement of demining is to begin by identifying current best practices. Our experience of
interviewing front-line operatives in Mozambique
has shown that they would welcome the chance to
discuss and compare methods, and regret the
rareness of opportunities to do so. Other methods
of identifying and promoting good practice
include movement of staff between organizations
(which happens) and requirements by funding
agencies that contracting organizations report
upon their methodologies (which rarely happens).
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BACK TO SCHOOL AND ALL AT SEA!

the green and distressed state of many of my
companions, and I was grateful for my earlier
boating experiences on Yorkshire's Ouse river.
I awoke the following morning to a Tannoy
announcement that breakfast was being served,
with a choice of scrambled egg or kippers. Being
somewhat partial to the latter, I dressed and seizing knife, fork, spoon and mug, skipped up the
companion way in anticipation of the treat in
store. Perhaps I should have known better! The
smell of fried kippers produced a feeling of nausea so strong that I grabbed the nearby handrail
for support as knife, fork, spoon and mug clattered to the deck and I fled for the safety of my
bunk. I remained "bunk bound" until the late
afternoon, when rumour had it that tea and fruit
cake a plenty were being served in the galley
and I made a cautious and satisfactory return
visit with no ill effects.
I was awakened next morning by a loud, disturbing rumble and crashing noise which
appeared to be coming from somewhere near the
bows. I hastened on deck. To my amazement the
sea had vanished! Gone were the waves, and in
their place a vast plateau of snow-covered ice
stretched in all directions, our ship a lonely
interloper in nature's wonderland. Walking
quickly aft I was amazed at both the thickness
and the size of the giant chunks of ice now bobbing in the wake of the speeding ship. Memories
came flooding back about the fate of the luckless
Titanic, yet here was a much smaller vessel
ploughing her way through a major ice-field
with impunity, her skipper seemingly regardless
of the damage ice was capable of inflicting on
her rudder and ster gear. I watched with some
trepidation as huge blocks of ice bumped and
scraped their way along the sides of the ship.
Unlike the Titanic, there were no rivets to pop,
but I just hoped that Mr Kaiser's welders had
done a good job in plating her. After breakfast I
returned to the deserted deck and settled down
near a warm ventilator, confident that if the
worst happened it would be possible to walk the
rest of the way to Germany! Some two hours
later we began to pass small vessels, dredgers
and the like, imprisoned in the ice and I knew
we must be approaching our destination.
As we neared Cuxhaven we reached ice-free
water and orders came over the Tannoy for us to
prepare to disembark. It seems we were to spend
the night in Hamburg, some 50 or so miles from
Cuxhaven, although with our slow-moving train
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I began to wonder whether we would ever reach
it. None of the carriages were fitted with upholstery and all were unheated - although the
wooden slatted seats proved quite comfortable.
Arriving in Hamburg as darkness fell we were
warned to avoid the night spots. I accepted this
sound advice and managed to avoid the assaults
and robberies inflicted on some of my comrades.
I had previously seen something of the damage
inflicted on Hull and Bristol by German bombing, and the terrible destruction of London had
been widely reported in the press and on radio.
Hamburg had suffered a far worse fate; few
buildings remained standing and for the most
part, the city was a giant heap of rubble.
My destination was the transit camp at
Bielefeld. The highlight of my stay was a chance
meeting with the town's aptly named Fire Chief,
Willie Fritz. Willie told me that before the war
he had been a professional racing driving. On a
visit to his flat, I met his charming wife, and
there on the walls was the photographic evidence of his previous motoring exploits.
Learning of my near-death experience on a
Merryweather turntable ladder, Willie ordered
out his own Metz turntable, regarded at that time
as the world's highest, and I was privileged to
climb it. In the crew room I was amazed to discover that there was a set of portable breathing
apparatus for each member of the crew, as
against the single heavy "Salvus" equipment
carried by British crews. Even more remarkable
was their fire hose which was made from paper!
Willie explained that whilst it could only be
used once, the couplings were cut off and fitted
to replacement hose.
Days later I was on my way to the CRE at
Wolfenbiittel, following in father's footsteps for
operational duties with the Royal Engineers.
Within a matter of days I was posted to the
DCRE at Celle, a delightful town on the banks
of a river. The DCRE offices were located in a
spread of buildings which included a woodworking shop. The military presence consisted of a
major, his driver and some half a dozen sappers
including a corporal cook in charge of catering
arrangements. The major lived in style in a
house some distance from the offices.
I quickly realized that I had the responsibility
for all administration in the office, a task made
the more difficult because the major, a regimental officer, had not the slightest idea of Engineer
Services procedures.
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The coming of spring brought its compensations, my free time enabling rambles along the
banks of the nearby gently flowing river in the
hope of seeing a rising fish. The German owner
of the works had apparently noticed my preoccupation with the river. In conversation with him I
gathered it contained no fish, but would I like to
borrow his boat? This took the form of a beautifully built Canadian canoe about 14ft in length
and so light that it could easily be carried on the
shoulder. The following Sunday morning I set
off for the river with the canoe and its single
bladed paddle. I felt the Army was getting a bargain for my services at 6/6d a day, but the job
did have its compensations!
I saw little of my sapper colleagues except at
meal times. My lonely existence in the evening
was not helped by the Forces Radio and AFN's
(American Forces Network) "Midnight in
Munich" which tended to turn one's thoughts to
home and loved ones and in my case probably
had the reverse effect to what was intended.
Daytime meal breaks were not helped by the
aggressive attitude of one sapper, who repeatedly
went out of his way to be objectionable. One of
his usual outbursts at lunchtime was followed
with the comment "If you weren't wearing that
bloody stripe I would sort you out." "That is easily remedied" I replied, "I can take my tunic off
if you care to step outside." The warring parties
were quickly followed by the rush of mess mates
eager to see the fun. It proved to be very short
lived. My Liverpudlian adversary executed some
pretty footwork, came at me with arms flailing
and ran into a swinging right which caught him
on the point of the jaw. He fell backwards and
lay still. There was no movement. "My God," I
said, "Have I killed him?" The answer was provided by the corporal cook who delivered a
bucket of cold water to my assailant's face,
greatly aiding his spluttering recovery. To my
amazement he got to his feet and extended his
right hand with the comment "No hard feelings
Corp." I was still trying to come to terms with
the lucky blow my limited boxing experience had
provided and willingly shook his hand.
Some weeks after the incident I was ordered to
appear before the CRE at Wolfenbiittel and felt
certain that a charge of striking a private soldier
was the likely reason. To my astonishment the
colonel wanted to know my reaction to the
"C" report submitted by the DCRE. Now it was
his turn to be astonished, for a "C" report

demanded that its content be submitted to the
NCO concerned and I had no knowledge of it.
The colonel was interested. "Can you think of
any reason why the major should have submitted
this adverse report?" "Yes, Sir, but I do not consider it was anything to do with my work." I now
realized that an imprudent remark I had made
about the major's black market activities had
been overheard by his driver and this was the
major's way of dealing with the threat.
The colonel's next question asked for my views
about people who resorted to black market activities. "I think it is criminal Sir." "Did I think the
DCRE was involved in such activities?" "I have
no direct knowledge of that, Sir." "Well I am
going to send you where you will have direct
knowledge, except that you will now keep your
mouth tightly shut and report weekly to your new
DCRE at Brunswick who is the only person who
knows why you are being sent there." "And by
the way" he added as an afterthought, "Your promotion to full corporal has just come through."
Brunswick had suffered badly at the hands of
Allied bombers, many of the buildings in the old
town having been completely destroyed. In addition to the DCRE, Brunswick housed the HQ of
5 Division and the offices of the Chief Engineer.
The DCRE offices were located close to a small
park on the outskirts. Beyond lay a large complex taken over as a divisional HQ by the British
Army and commanded by one of Field Marshal
Montgomery's favourite generals, Sir Richard
McCreery. The DCRE offices and accommodation were located in a corer tenement building
some 30 or so yards from the stores and included
a builders yard complete with its own carpenters
shop employing some half dozen German
tradesmen and labourers. Support staff included
two sergeants (stores and transport) a couple of
sapper drivers and myself.
The DCRE was a somewhat elderly Major
Burgess, who had recently discovered that his
stores had been mysteriously disappearing, even
before he could issue the many domestic and
household items required by the families of servicemen now arriving at Divisional HQ in
increasing numbers.
My role was to supervise the stores office
which as far as I could see was ably administered
by a youngish German named Martinius. I was to
report weekly to the major in person and in writing. There was much transport activity mainly
with stores and materials leaving the yard with
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have just reopened the brothel mate, despite old
Monty!" was his somewhat caustic reply. I beat
a hasty retreat, at the same time wondering what
the connection was between the recent
Commander of the British Army of the Rhine
and a Brunswick brothel!
My shopping jaunts into Brunswick enabled me
to send a variety of gifts to my "future intended"
including wood carvings and various other pieces
of decorative treen. I also commissioned a very
able German artist who lived in the city to make a
series of charcoal tinted drawings of the ancient
city churches. These were framed and sent home,
together with a rather fine spelter dachshund, and
still grace our living room. My favourite piece
was a lOin carving of an old country woman
carved out of a single block of hardwood, and
later unfeelingly used by my wife as a doorstop
until the day our terrier chewed off its head!
My unexpected promotion to sergeant brought
about a number of sweeping changes to my
lifestyle. The comment from Charlie Thatcher,
the chief clerk and now my immediate boss, was
that it had taken him more than 20 years to reach
WO1 and here I was a sergeant at 19! The
sweeping changes were brought about firstly by
the camp commandant, secondly by Field
Marshal Montgomery and thirdly, and by far the
most important as far as I was concerned, by the
new Minister of War in the Labour government Mr Emanuel Shinwell. The intervention of the
first party did however nullify the efforts of the
second party to improve my fitness.
It had apparently been brought to the camp
commandant's attention that the CE's branch
personnel had never attended his weekly Monday
morning inspection, a regimental turnout of all
branches in the divisional HQ, to be inspected by
a somewhat portly captain together with a loudmouthed and uncouth sergeant major whose
Scottish regiment was doubtless pleased to be rid
of him. Added to this unfortunate development
was a directive from Rhine Army HQ, that all
ranks major and below would undertake physical
training including a cross-country run on two
mornings in the week, to be concluded with a
cold shower! This, we understood, must be
enforced as it was a direct order from the great
man himself.
Quite naturally, the responsibility for ensuring
these orders were carried out rested firmly on the
shoulders of WO Thatcher. He, being a master of
delegation, turned to his deputy - me! A branch

meeting was called to acquaint all the staff with
our new responsibilities. The two other sergeants
in the branch asked that the three of us meet to
resolve matters as neither of them had any regimental training and were incapable of taking the
camp commandant's parade. A satisfactory compromise was arrived at; they would undertake the
PT sessions and I the weekly inspections.
The colonel was most anxious that a high standard of turnout was ensured. I advised him that I
proposed to parade the branch for inspection
some 15 minutes before we were due to parade
when we would march to join the main parade.
Word had gone round the branch about the
colonel's concern and the turnout was creditable.
Arriving at the parade ground we halted and I
marched up to the sergeant major, saluting
because the captain was already present. "Chief
Engineer's Branch, where do you want us
sergeant major?" I enquired. "At the back behind
the cooks" was his surly reply. I wondered what
the colonel's response would be on finding out
that the senior Corps of the British army had lost
its usual place of honour. Time would tell. I
dressed the three ranks and stood them at ease to
await the eventual arrival of the captain and his
obnoxious sergeant major. As they approached I
brought the branch to attention, took three paces
to face the captain and saluted with the words
"Chief Engineer's Branch ready for inspection,
Sir". He returned the salute and made a beeline
for the front rank, jumping slightly as I bellowed
"Centre and rear rank stand at ease."
The inspection continued, with the sergeant
major and myself following respectfully in the
wake of the captain who was now displaying a
certain lack of zeal (doubtless with breakfast in
mind) after his lengthy perambulation around the
several hundred lower ranks of the HQ staff.
As the captain reached the centre rank I sang
out "Dirty belt, name and number, Sapper?" The
sergeant major turned on his heel pad in hand but
I was ready for him. "I am to report defaulters to
the Chief Engineer, thank you, sergeant major."
He glowered and fell in behind the captain. After
the parade a very concerned sapper came to see
me. "I did blanco my belt and did my brasses last
night sergeant, am I on a charge?" "No, you are
not" I retorted. "That was just to let the sergeant
major think it was one in the eye for the Royal
Engineers." I continued with this useful ploy on
future parades, the colonel beaming his pleasure
on learning that his branch had passed muster!

BACK TO SCHOOL AND ALL AT SEA!
The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess at
divisional HQ catered for some 40 senior NCOs
headed by the Mess President WO1 Johnson, the
Rhine Army Fire Inspector. On learning of my
previous employment in the National Fire
Service and my aspirations to enter the fire service as a career on my eventual release from the
army, we became great friends.
Mr Johnson was happily married, although his
wife was in the UK, and as I was now engaged
to be married, we spent many happy evenings in
the bar of the mess, often with the bar to ourselves. Whisky cost 6d a tot and as Minister of
War Shinwell had recently raised all the Forces
pay, our evenings in the mess proved a most cost
effective and satisfactory alternative to seeking
outside pleasures. Sadly this latter choice
resulted in some quite serious consequences for
many of our colleagues as I shall now relate.
The evening had been a convivial one and
around midnight Messrs Johnson and Booth said
good night to Hans, the German bar steward, and
tottered off to bed. About an hour later I was
awakened by someone shining a torch in my
face. "What's your name?" came a voice from
the darkness. Now, for someone to wake an otherwise "happy" senior NCO in the middle of the
night and in the manner described, was asking
for trouble. "Put the bloody light on", I ordered.
My unwelcome visitor complied. There standing
before me was the largest Red Cap sergeant I had
ever seen, complete with white belt and gaiters,
holster on hip! "What the hell do you think you
are doing sergeant?" I demanded. "Is that your
name on the door, Sergeant Booth?" he asked.
"Of course it's my name - why?" "Sorry you
have been troubled" he muttered, and departed.
Breakfast was normally served in the mess from
0800hrs onwards. On this eventful morning the
sole occupants of the dining room were
Mr Johnson the President, WO1 Crooke of Army
Education, WO1 Thatcher (my boss) and myself
- four bodies out of a possible 40. "Where the
hell is everyone this morning?" demanded the
PMC. He called Hans over - "Hans, go upstairs
and see where everybody has got to." Hans
returned some minutes later with the news that
although all the beds had been slept in, we were
the sole occupants of the building. Some hours
later, news of the previous night's activity was
relayed to Mr Thatcher on one of his numerous
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visits to "the camp". Sometime after midnight
the previous evening, a staff car carrying General
Sir Richard McCreery and his wife, pulled up at
the guardroom after an evening visit to the officers club in Brunswick. It was singularly unfortunate that at the same time a sergeant with a
female on his arm staggered through the gate
ahead of the car. The general ordered the guard
commander to call the sergeant over. The
sergeant, knowing that he had just brought a
German national into a restricted area, let go of
her arm and she collapsed and attempted to
scramble behind some convenient bushes.
Not surprisingly, the general's presence appeared
to have a sobering effect on the sergeant. "Is that
the way a senior NCO in the British Army and his
wife conduct themselves in front of the
Germans?" demanded the general. "She's not my
wife she's a German friend" replied the sergeant,
attempting to steady himself against the general's
car - which did not go unnoticed.
Now the fat was really in the fire! Some antifraternization regulations were still in force and
here was a German national entering a divisional
HQ. The first arrest was the soldier on guard
duty, quickly followed by the unfortunate
sergeant. The general ordered the guard commander to telephone the camp commandant,
advising him that General McCreery required
his presence at the guardroom at once.
Details about the incident were doubtless given
to the camp commandant, and whether he in turn
alerted the provost marshal, it is difficult to
know. Both arrived at the guardroom at the same
time, the latter gentleman having brought a
posse of military police with him in the jeep.
Here was the explanation for my late night visitor; all the garrison messes had been searched on
the orders of the general.
Hindsight permits me to record that I had never
seen any females in the mess, apart from
German employees. How some 30 or so German
women had been smuggled into the building
without our seeing them was as ingenious as it
was remarkable.
At dinner that evening, with the exception of
one WO1 reduced in rank to sergeant, all our
mess mates were new faces. With one of
Monty's old generals in charge, most of our
NCOs had been jumping one way or another mostly downward!
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OPERATION GRAPPLE - PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES

With resources stretched to the limit, all available
effort was concentrated on preparing bases and
routes for winter. Hardening various facilities was,
of necessity, given a relatively low priority - until
8 January 1993, when the supposedly safe town of
Tomislavgrad was shelled. During the afternoon
and evening of 8 January, about 140 rounds of
152mm and 122mm artillery ammunition landed in
the town. Many hit the immediate area of the two
British camps located there and two rounds landed
inside the perimeter of the engineer camp.
Fortunately no one was hurt although one round
destroyed a storage ISO container and the other
damaged several vehicles and destroyed others. The
effect on the threat assessment was dramatic.
Suffice it to say that by first light on 9 January,
37 Fd Sqn and 44 Fd Sp Sqn had constructed extensive improvised protective works and the design
process had been started.
The design work was carried out by 519 STRE
(Wks) and started by identifying the weapons against
which structures would need to provide protection.
From a survey of the weapons in use, together with a
consideration of their method of employment, it
became evident that the main threat was from
artillery firing either ground or air-bursting shells.
The warring factions employed little fire direction,
aiming at significant features such as towns rather
than pinpointing targets, and maintained comparatively low rates of fire. It was therefore considered
reasonable to design for single round near misses.
The rounds in use were either fuzed to burst in the
air or on impact, so penetration of the round prior to
detonation was not a consideration. (In reality it
would have been impractical to provide protection
against rounds fitted with a delayed action fuze.) In
addition there was a threat from man-portable
weapons such as small arms and hand-held antitank
weapons fired either by accident or by disaffected
individuals. By considering the heaviest weapon in
each class known to be in use, the following weapon
design parameter list was drawn up:
* 14.5mm heavy machine gun.
*RPG 7.
* 152mm round fired by the Yugoslav M84 152mm
artillery gun.
REQUIREMENT

THE requirement was to design structures which provided protection in the following order of priority:
*Collective protection for otherwise unprotected personnel. From experience during the early stages of
Operation Grapple it was found that there was sufficient
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waring of artillery strikes to allow personnel to take
cover ina shelter.
* Protection for critical facilities such as command posts,
operations rooms and medical facilities.
* Enhancement of the base perimeters.
*Protection for sentries and gate guards.
MATERIALS

THE urgency of the need to provide protective
structures following the Tomislavgrad attack was
such that any materials used had to allow rapid
construction, be easily transportable and, preferably, be locally available. An assessment of the
possible materials yielded the following results
and assumptions:
Concrete. Concrete was not considered to be suitable as:

*Casting in situ would be difficult due to the extreme
winter weather (temperatures went as low as -52"C in
places) and the shortage of locally available sand.
* Pre-cast units, such as walls, were available in Split.
However, units which were thick enough to prevent
projectile penetration would have had to be manufactured resulting in a delay of at least one month. The
transportation of the units over the poor roads to bases
such as Vitez would also have been difficult with available transport.
Steel. Steel was also ruled out as it was in very
short supply in Bosnia and extremely expensive.
Timber. Timber was readily available in a variety

of sizes up to a cross section of 300 x 300mm and
6m in length. The quality varied but it was mostly
sound. During later deployments the price increased

with demand although initially it was cheap and
locally available.
Sandbags. Sandbags found a wide application and

were available in large numbers. Materials such as
geotextiles and geoweb, having a similar utility to
sandbags, were only available in small quantities,

difficult to obtain and expensive.
Hesco-Bastion Concertainers. Hesco-Bastion
Concertainers were used during the Gulf War and
found to be excellent and versatile for use on most

forms of protective structure. Following the Gulf
experience the Engineer Resources system sent a

considerable number to Bosnia with the initial
deployment and rapidly dispatched more as
demand developed.
Fill Material. Fill material varied considerably.
Sand was not available and alternatives, such as

quarry tailings, were used instead. Soil excavated in
the areas of the camps was of variable quality and
often found to be frozen, creating problems later.
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the concept whilst highlighting the need for a number of improvements. The key conclusions from the
trial report( 6 ) are as follows:
The shelters will provide protection against the design
threat and protect occupants against a direct hit on the
roof or walls. The pressures and noise levels inside a
shelter during detonation would only cause minor injury
and discomfort.
* Damage to the Hesco-Bastion Concertainer walls will
cause the roof beams resting on them to collapse, making
repair difficult as well as possibly causing injury to occupants. Therefore, it was recommended that a ring beam on
top of Concertainer walls be included in future shelters.
* Construction standards have a significant effect on the
performance of the structure.
The Hardening Aide Memoire was updated by
MWF following the trial.( 7 )
LESSONS LEARNED FROM FIELD EXPERIENCE
TIlE structures have now been in service for, in
some cases, nearly four years and successive
squadrons have built and varied them to suit different locations. The following details areas which
have caused the greatest difficulties:
* Poor or hurried construction will result in a weakness in
the structure which an explosion will inevitably exploit.
Where time prevents correct construction, such as happened following the initial attack on Tomislavgrad, then
commanders must be prepared to rebuild such structures later.
* Variations from the basic design are invariably necessary depending on site conditions. However, significant
variations, such as using different types of supporting
beams for overhead protection, should be checked by a
chartered engineer (PQE) before construction.
* Frozen fill has remained an endemic problem throughout winter deployments. Using frozen fill has, on occasions, been impossible to avoid but inevitably leads to,
often rapid, collapse. When compounded by difficult
ground conditions structural stability can become an
intractable problem. A recent Sapper Telegraph (Issue
No 3, Aug 95) included a suggested construction
sequence for Hesco-Bastion Concertainers as a guide.
* Foundations can also become a problem. The structures
are by their nature short-term solutions and therefore
require minimal ground preparation. However some
structures designed for a six-month deployment are still
being used four years later and are beginning to show
signs of distress. As much care as possible should be used
in selecting the site excepting, of course, that its position
will be dictated by the required location and available
space. Structures that are in place for a long period of
time should be monitored and, if necessary, rebuilt.
* Minor details, the ergonomic aspects of structures, can
make a significant difference to the performance of

protective structures. Narrow entrances, badly constructed approaches as well as the lack of interior lighting, heating and basic comforts can turn an effective
protective structure into an unusable waste of effort or,
at worst, a deathtrap.
CONCLUSION
THE structures designed and constructed for
Operation Grapple have been tested and proven
and have found common acceptance with the
British army and other UN contingents. They have
offered good protection against all the design
weapons and beyond. Kirkcudbright demonstrated
that collective protection shelters could, for example, take a direct hit from an artillery round and still
protect its occupants. However, the structures were
designed within the original context of Operation
Grapple 1. Circumstances change and have done
so, even in Bosnia. Future designers and builders
should, therefore, review carefully the design
assumptions inherent in standard designs and take
advice before embarking on protective works.
Explosive energy has the uncanny ability to exploit
any weakness, with potentially devastating results.
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Rhine. He escaped with three of his men and luckily found an unguarded rowing boat on the river
and eventually reached Nijmegen exactly a week
after their initial parachute landing. Mackay's feat
was all the more remarkable in that he had a piece
of shrapnel embedded in one foot, which he could
not pull out and which was going septic. He also
had a gash on his head and the wound in his thigh
from the bayonet thrust. For these activities he
was awarded the United States Distinguished
Service Cross and appointed MBE.
After a brief spell in Norway commanding the
U-Boat immobilization force, Eric Mackay went
to Indo-China to command a company in
20th Indian Division. In his own words this was
"... a culture shock for me fresh from 1 Para

Squadron. Peace was soon shattered following a
disagreement between General Douglas Gracey
and Ho Chi Minh. The 10,000 day war began and
we fought from September 1945 to April 1946
when the French took over. Next I was summoned to Bandoeng, in the central highlands of
Java. It was an extraordinary situation. The
enemy, Soekarno's revolutionary army, had half
the city and 23rd Indian Division had the other
half." After various adventures "... later we got

fed up with the enemy's antics and drove them
out of the southern half of Bandoeng." Shortly
after this he went to Malaya in command of
35 Squadron in 7th Indian Division.
Eric Mackay's career then followed the normal
peacetime pattern of regimental duty and staff
appointments interspersed with courses. He
enlivened this period by indulging his taste for
motor sport, driving at Le Mans and in the Alpine
Rally and doing the Brighton Speed Sprint in a
Cooper. His professional experience was then
enhanced by a further spell in command of a
squadron, this time 33 Squadron of 37 Engineer
Regiment in Cyprus, where, as well as the normal
tasks called for by the EOKA crisis, he was
involved in the hectic work for the build-up of the
force for the Suez crisis and in the operation itself.
Eric Mackay was promoted lieutenant colonel in
1963 and appointed chief engineer of the Malaysian
armed forces. Confrontation had begun and the
importance of engineering in establishing the infrastructure of roads and airfields in both east and west
Malaysia required a tripling of the strength of the
Malaysian sappers and the acquisition of a fleet of
appropriate construction plant and vehicles. As well
as having the vision to achieve this he succeeded in
breathing a sense of professional pride into his units
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which gave them an unmatched reputation and benefited many individuals in their later careers. GAH:
"None of the British chief engineers could have
brought more enthusiasm to the job or been more
dynamic in implementing ideas - particularly in the
world of engineer plant. 'Maximum horsepower at
the work face,' was the oft heard cry and all
involved had to put their shoulders to the wheel to
ensure that the wide range of machinery ... was put
to good effect." He was a pioneer of wheeled plant
and demonstrated its potential when properly managed, at a time when there was much scepticism as
to its suitability for large-scale military engineering.
His style of command was to be explicit as to
what he required of his subordinates and then to
trust them to get on with it while ensuring the necessary backing from his staff. ELVW: "In the end,
he also ensured his subordinates got the credit,
though the truth is it was his leadership and example that drove the ship forward.".
This was the background from which Eric
Mackay then filled three more chief engineer
appointments: Strategic Command (1970-72), UK
Land Forces (1972-73) and finally BAOR (197376), after which job he retired from the Army.
In "retirement" Eric Mackay set about his second
career as a civil engineering contractor with the
same sort of flair applied throughout his service.
CGCB, who had served under him in Malaya and
left the Army shortly afterwards, writes: "It was a
great pleasure to meet up with him again in 1978
in the Sultanate of Oman where I was operations
manager for Shell. Unknown to me he had taken
up the appointment as general manager of the
local cementation affiliate. I was involved in a
major emergency which concerned a severe leak
in an underwater hot bitumen line and was desperate for a load of rapid hardening concrete. The
manager of the plant told me I would have to wait,
as the plant was about to receive a visit from their
new GM. In decidedly colourful language I told
him that I could not wait with bitumen at
200 degrees and that he should send me the concrete, together with his general manager, if necessary, at once. Half an hour later the truck arrived,
closely followed by a landrover, the occupant of
which was the new general manager - Eric. Eric
did a superb job in Oman, where he established a
relationship with the government the benefits of
which last to this day." He later moved to Dubai
where he headed up the cementation activities run
by the Galadari family; and thence to Singapore to
run the Galadari operations in the Far East before
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Post and in 1939 he enlisted as a war artist.
Apparently his early association with the Corps
was not a happy one. As 238919 Sapper Cuneo
in 1939 the nearest he came to painting for the
Corps was being given a brush and told to "start
painting the inside roofs of them Nissen Huts
brown." But such irritations proved merely temporary, for the immense worth of his talent was
soon recognized and he achieved great acclaim
during his most varied wartime career working
as a war artist with departments as diverse as the
Ministry of Information and Military
Intelligence (MI5). After the war he became
renowned for his portrait and figure paintings,
which included several Royal Commissions. But
it is probably his ceremonial, military and engineering subjects for which he is today best
remembered. His first Army commission came
from the Parachute Regiment and, as he himself
said, this marked the beginning of a remarkable
relationship with the British Army which
brought him both adventure and travel as well as
many valued friendships. This relationship
lasted for nearly forty years.
Cuneo's close relationship with the Postal and
Courier Services arose from the need for high
quality artwork on commemorative covers but,
as the walls of the Mess at Mill Hill testify,
many magnificent works resulted. Of the thirteen commissions for the Corps, 2 eight were on
a postal theme. Many, such as FirstAirmail and
Sleigh Post have become familiar through reproductions and as Christmas cards. The Flying
Postman was presented to the Corps by Postal
and Courier services on their transfer to the
Royal Logistic Corps.
Cuneo always had an affection for military
subjects and his output was vast. Outside the services he is often better known as a train artist.
"While on leave [during the war] Cuneo painted
a picture of an Essex mill which was seen by the
public relations officer of the London and NorthEastern Railway, who asked him to copy it for a
poster. This led to further commissions for the
railways. In 1952 Cuneo risked his life when he
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climbed on to the Forth Bridge in a fierce winter
gale in order to gain a good view of the A4 locomotive. By that time Cuneo had become an
extremely successful commercial and popular
painter, specializing in industrial subjects and
machinery as well as railways." 1
Most people know of Cuneo as the man who
put a tiny mouse into all his paintings, and
indeed this idiosyncrasy became his trade mark
over the years. It all started when he was working on the Coronation painting and his cat,
Cleopatra, brought a dead mouse into the studio
and dropped it at his feet. The delicacy of the
rodent intrigued him and, leaving the serious
work to one side, he painted a little picture of the
mouse, itself sitting painting a still life of a
cheese. Encouraged by his family he painted
more and more mice, eventually incorporating
them into his serious works as well.
Terence Cuneo's contribution to the recording
of Corps History has been enormous as has his
contribution to the recording of the history of the
British Army in general, a history in which he
too has earned a rightful place. He will be sorely
missed by all of us in the Services who knew
him and his work.
HAH
I ©Daily Telegraph 5 January 1996
The complete list is as follows: The Sappers at

2

Alamein, The Amazon Bridge (Bailey crossing of the
Rapido), The Hook Defences in Korea, FirstAirmail

(the arrival in Koln of the inaugural airmail flight
from Britain), Sleigh Post (rail to sleigh transfer of
post in the 1919 campaign in northern Russia), Air
Drop (air to ship transfer of mail to the Beira patrol),
The Flying Postman, The Last Dispatch (General

Gordon sending his last dispatch by Nile steamer
from Khartoum in 1884), Royal Visit to BFPO
London, Northern Ireland (the Sapper and Infantry

role in Northern Ireland), Falkland Islands (varied
roles of RE units), Post Call (distribution of mail to
soldiers in the First World War), Sergeant A J
Knight VC (Sergeant, later Second Lieutenant
Knight, of the Post Office Rifles winning the VC in
the First World War).

Brig G Bomford OBE (p184)
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For most of the next two decades he was
engaged with works in India, though in 1932 he
made the survey of the Persia-Baluchistan border. From 1942 to 1945 he was Deputy Director
of Survey in the 14th Army and in 1946 Director
of Survey in South East Asia Command. During
the war he made many of the maps upon which
the 14th Army relied for the Burma Campaign.
Late in 1941 when an invasion of Burma by
the Japanese seemed imminent, Bomford had
established a small survey group in that country
for the triangulation and production of maps.
When the Japanese invaded, the records were
buried at Myitkina. Subsequently Bomford and his
companions had to walk many hundreds of miles
in conditions of great hardship to reach the safety
of India. The Japanese discovered the buried
records and took them to Singapore from where
they were recovered after the Japanese surrender.
On retirement from the Army in 1948,
Bomford became Reader in Surveying and
Geodesy at Oxford, a post he held until 1966. A
senior member of Brasenose College, he
instructed undergraduates, supervised specialists
and computed all the projections for the Oxford
Atlas, some of which were of his own devising.

Bomford was appointed a Fellow of the Royal
Institute of Chartered Surveyors in 1950,
Chairman of the Royal Society Geodesy SubCommittee from 1961 to 1968, and President of
the International Association of Geodesy from
1963 to 1967.
He was also a Fellow of the Indian and
National Academy of Science which he had
helped found in 1935. He was appointed OBE.
As a young man Bomford had played rugby;
later he became a philatelist and a palaeontologist. He quarried ammonites and built up an
internationally renowned collection. One of the
many new specimens he collected was given a
name Parkinsoniabomfordi.
At the age of 92 he was invited by the Military
Survey to reopen its headquarters, named the
Bomford Building.
In addition to Geodesy he was the author of
Geodetic Triangulation and Geodetic Survey in
India 1930-35, a book of personal reminiscences.
Guy Bomford married, in 1925, Audrey Edith
Barclay; they had a son. In 1939 he married
Annette Brown; they had two sons.
© Daily Telegraph
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IRRAWADDY CROSSING

launching and returning beaches, to keep the
enemy artillery guessing.
On the 19th on a trip with the raft to the bridgehead, the Northants gave me a Japanese sword to
carry back to 92 Coy in appreciation of our support to the success of the crossing.
The sword hangs on the wall in the anteroom of
the IE Kirkee Mess in Pune (Poona) with the following inscription:
"This Japanese sword was presented by 32 Indian
Infantry Brigade to 92 (Royal Bombay) Field Coy IE
on the 19th February 1945 at the crossing of the
Irrawaddy 10 miles SW of Myinmu when they kept the
bridgehead supplied by operating rafts and small boats
for 7 days, under heavy shell fire".

From: LieutenantG Webb BSc(Eng) PEng
Sir, - While memory still serves let me give a brief
account of the 92 Field Company crossing of the
Irrawaddy, ten miles SW of Myinmu, between 12
and 19 February 1945. This account augments that
of Major John Clark given in The Indian Engineers
1939-47, by Lieutenant Colonel Sandes.
Equipment consisted of a raft made up from Jap
timber pontoons found at Monywa, and three tows of
Jap steel boats driven by two 22hp outboard motors,
each towing ten Ranger assault boats in two files.
The crossing began on the night of 12 February,
the first flights being virtually unopposed. I was in
charge of the raft and by dawn on the 13th the bulk
Yours sincerely, GeoffWebb.
of the 1st Northants and their equipment were
across, forming the bridgehead.
SUSTAINABLE METHODS FOR CLEARING LANDThe enemy was reacting with heavy artillery fire
MINES AFTER CONFLICTS
and during the day Lieutenant Roy Balston gallantly went to the rescue of a boat tow whose
From:BrigadierJ H Hooper OBE DL
engine had failed and which was drifting downSir, - As you will see elsewhere in the Journal
stream. All were subsequently rescued after dark.
there is an energetic, talented and devoted team in
The most intense Japanese reaction started on the
the University of Warwick which has been connight of 14 February. I had just returned on the
ducting research into improved mine detection and
raft, and was preparing to reload when all hell
clearance equipment and systems. I have had the
broke out on the far bank. The Japs had infiltrated
pleasure of being associated with the team for some
along the small strip of beach along the water edge
months and have been greatly encouraged by the
and had dragged a heavy machine gun into posiresults which a disciplined academic approach to
tion between the bridgehead and the river, with the
the problem has been producing. They have made a
line of fire across the river towards our launching
lot of progress.
beach. Unfortunately one tow of boats carrying
My excuse for taking up your readers' time is that
Indian infantry was caught directly in the enemy
we were getting blown up on British and American
fire, the rubber boats being ripped to shreds and
mines in Oman in 58/59 and I was privileged to
most aboard lost. Ferrying was discontinued for
work with the Halo Trust on mine clearance probthe rest of that night.
lems in Cambodia in 91/92. Since returning from
The fire fight had died down by dawn, although
Cambodia I have been involved off and on with the
shelling continued. I took the first raft across to
problems of controlling the distribution of mines
witness a most gruesome sight. All the Japs who
and their detection and clearance but I need help.
had infiltrated along the shore, lay dead, in many
I do not propose to say much about the problem of
cases their internal organs were splattered over
controlling the distribution of mines. I am surprised
the sand - I can vividly remember a greenish/yelthat the UK is not prepared to support the US prolow liver or spleen.
posal to ban the export of mines: the UK has not
Our ferrying continued for the next four or five
exported mines for at least 20 years so it does seem
days, under heavy shell fire, causing a number of
strange. A total ban on exports would not prevent
casualties. On one occasion I was with Major
the development of "better" mines. By "better" I
John Clark, when he caught a shell fragment in
mean more effective in terms of what they are
the knee and I was fortunately able to help him
intended to achieve and capable of being switched
hop on one leg to our jeep and to safety. At that
on and off by remote control or put into a selfstage we had begun using several alternative
destruct mode, again by remote control. I believe it
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is unrealistic to achieve a complete ban on the use
of mines and am not prepared to spend too much
time on that. I am, sadly, forced to the conclusion
that as there is money in mines someone somewhere will exploit the manufacture and export of
them whatever rules may be in force. However, it
does not mean that one should not try to get a total
ban on their use.
If there were to be a worldwide ban on the manufacture, development, sale, export or anything else
you may care to think of connected with mines
today there are enough lying around the world to
keep demining teams going for years. It is that
aspect, the detection and clearance of mines, which
catches my attention. I need not go into the horrifying statistics of injuries sustained daily in various
parts of the world through land mines. Suffice it to
say that the numbers are huge and we should be
doing more about getting rid of them. The sad fact
is that it is cheap and takes no time at all to lay
mines but it is expensive and time-consuming to
detect and clear them.
One problem is that there are MOD funds available for research into military mine clearance but
hardly any for research into humanitarian mine
clearance. The two are different and the humanitarian aspect is much more urgent. The spin-off from
humanitarian mine detection and clearance research
could only have a beneficial effect on military methods. The reverse would also be true but the Official
Secrets Act knocks on the head any bright ideas one
might have about a serious exchange of information.
The military requirement is for rapid breaches
which achieve a reasonably high degree of clearance of both anti-personnel and antitank mines.
Sometimes noisy mechanical means are acceptable
while at other times a clandestine breach is
required. The breach might have to be created during darkness or daylight, in fair weather or foul. The
humanitarian requirement is to achieve a much
higher degree of clearance but one can choose the
weather conditions and secrecy is not a problem.
Neither, usually, is time a problem.
In the humanitarian context it is worth noting that
there may be a trade-off between a very rapid,
moderately high clearance with a significantly
reduced possibility of further injuries and a very
slow, total clearance (if that can ever be guaranteed) with local people sustaining substantial numbers of further injuries while the total clearance is
awaited. The economic situation in these sad countries forces people to penetrate known minefields
to gather fuel, recover livestock, or for other reasons
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upon which their continued existence depends,
and any reduction in mine numbers must therefore
be beneficial.
Apart from the problem of funding research there
is a problem of the co-ordination of research, development and production of mine detection and clearance equipment, to say nothing of keeping up to
date a readily available list of the mines likely to be
found in the world and passing on best practices.
There are literally dozens of organizations and
agencies wasting money on duplication of effort,
reinventing the wheel, fighting for further funds for
actual clearance operations, recces of previous
recced areas; all due to the lack of a central coordinating authority. The United Nations Department of
Humanitarian Affairs' Mine Clearance and Policy
Unit (DHA MCPU) ought to be doing it but so far I
have seen little to merit its existence.
I thought at one stage that the University of
Warwick would receive funds from the ODA to
continue its good work but, sadly, that has not come
about and the search for funds continues. However,
there was agreement that Warwick might be the
coordination centre in UK for work on mine detection and clearance and that it would be the clearing
house for any bright ideas that might be forthcoming. One of the problems is that one needs to look at
even the wildest idea as there may be the germ of a
really good solution in it.
Many of the ideas floating around are indeed
wildly impractical, at least when first mooted.
Someone needs to look at the wild idea and to discuss it with the author. So often the author has no
idea that mines can be found in head high jungle,
scrub, on rocky ground, in fact almost anywhere.
He does not know that there are multi-impulse
fuses, blast resistant mines and proximity fuses. It
might have escaped his attention that a lot of people
cannot read their own language let alone read
English and that adding two and two can present a
problem if you've never been taught maths.
The expense of sending a member of the university to visit all the authors of bright ideas would be
prohibitive but as Sappers have retired to just
about every part of the world, not just the UK, it
could be that a retired Sapper could very conveniently visit an author. The object would be to act
as a filter. Hopefully, the totally impractical
aspects of the idea could be exposed, the idea
refined through discussion and then a workable
idea submitted to Warwick.
Of course, there will be plenty of bright ideas
from the retired Sappers, too. I am hoping that as a
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REVIEWS
would open a branch of his company in Kenya;
the story of this particular exercise will bring
nods of recognition from everyone who has
served in Africa.
The author has cleverly avoided dwelling on
technical details of his work which would be of
little interest to many readers; he has instead
concentrated on the human side of his travels,
especially relating to his growing family of four
daughters. After reading of the love he had for
his wife and family it came as a surprise to find
in Chapter 14 that his wife Molly had left him
and his daughters had "broken their bond" with
him. With no build-up to this event you are left
with the feeling that another book is coming!
Roy closed the Kenya branch in 1983 and
returned to his base in England to operate
mainly in the United Kingdom although with
some overseas excursions. In 1987 he moved his
base to Scotland but at the same time began to
suffer some health problems. Nevertheless work
progressed with the help of his new secretary
whom he married the following year: they
divorced 15 months later. Shortly thereafter Roy
embarked on a holiday in Spain followed by a
more extensive journey "back in time" to visit
his former stamping grounds and many friends
and colleagues in Kenya.
This is a very personal tale told by a man who
has enjoyed the attractions of being "on safari"
but not seeking to glamorize a life which has had
many pitfalls. Those who know the areas mentioned in the book will regret the lack of a few
maps, but this does not detract from the stories
of Roy's feelings for his family, his work, his
friends and his colleagues who make up this
book of his life of travel.
EWB
A WIDOW-MAKING WAR
TIIE LIFE AND DEATH OF A BRITISH OFFICER
IN ZULULAND, 1879
EDITED BY HOWARD WHITEHOUSE

Published by Paddy Griffitls Associates, 1995,
Price - £12.99 including post and package
ISBN 0 952148803
IN December 1878, at one day's notice, Captain
Warren Wynne Royal Engineers was given command of 2 Field Company RE at Shorcliffe and
ordered to proceed to Natal on active service for
the impending war against the Zulu nation.

The company landed at Durban in January 1879
and joined Colonel Pearson's column which followed the coast eastwards into Zululand.
Wynne had left his wife and children in
England and fully expected that they would join
him in Natal when the campaign in Zululand was
over. Sadly he died three months later of fever.
He had seized every opportunity to write home
and also kept a detailed diary. His widow had
these papers published privately solely for members of the family, and this edition of the letters
and diary is the first opportunity for them to
reach a wider audience.
The editor is a recognized writer on the British
in Africa and the book is full of learned asides
which enhance the interest of the letters and diary.
There is a fulsome acknowledgement for her
help, given to Mrs Beverly Williams, Assistant
Curator at the Royal Engineer Museum, who has
mounted a special exhibition on the Zulu War at
the museum which runs until 3 November.
The book is highly recommended and is available from the museum at £12.99 including
JEN
postage and parking.

The Kipling Society
This literary and historical society,
founded in 1927, is for anyone interested
in Rudyard Kipling's many volumes of
remarkable verse and prose, with their
vivid reflections of his life and times
(1865-1936).
The society arranges regular lectures,
holds an annual luncheon, maintains a
research and reference library, and sends
the Kipling Journal, quarterly, to subscribers around the world.
New members are always welcome.
Enquire of the Secretary,
The Kipling Society,
PO Box 68,
Haslemere,
Surrey, GU272YR

Explanation of Abbreviations and Foreign Words
Used in This Journal
2IC .......
................
second in command
ACGS ...............
assistant chief of general staff
AER ..................
Army Emergency Reserve
AFV ..................
armoured fighting vehicle
AG ............................
adjutant general
AMF(L).... Allied Command Europe Mobile Force (Land)
APC ..................
armoured personnel carrier
ARBiH ...........
abbreviation used for Muslim Army
Armd ...............................
Armoured
AVLB ............
armoured vehicle-launched bridge
AVRE .................
armoured vehicle RE
BAOR .................
British Army of the Rhine
BD ...............................
bomb disposal
BEF .................
British Expeditionary Force
BiH .....................
Bosnian Muslim Army
BMH ....................
British military hospital
BRITENGBAT ...........
British engineer battalion
CE .............................
chief engineer
CinC .........................
commander in chief
cm ...................................
centimetre
CO ........................
commanding officer
COS ............................
chief of staff
Coy .................................
company
Cpl
....................................
Corporal
CRARRV. Challenger armoured recovery and repair vehicle
CRE .............................
commander RE
DAA ....................
deputy assistant adjutant
DAD ....................
deputy assistant director
DADFW ....................
DAD field works
DROPS ...........
demountable rack offloading and
..................................
pick-up system
E&M ....................
electrical and mechanical
eg ....................
exempli gratia(for example)
Engr ..
..............................
engineer
EOD ...................
explosive ordnance disposal
EODTIC ..........
EOD Technical Information Centre
EOKA ..........
Ethnike Organosis Kupriakou Agonos
(loosely translated: National Organization of Cypriot Struggle)
etc .....................................
et cetera
Fd ....................................
field
GOC ...................
general officer commanding
Gp ....................................
group
GS .... ........................
general service
HEAT jet ...............
high explosive antitank jet
HGB ..........................
heavy girder bridge
HQ .............................
headquarters
HM .............................
Her/His Majesty
ISO ............
Interational Standards Organization
IT ......................
information technology
JHQ ..
............................
Joint HQ
JNCO ..............
junior non-commissioned officer
LCpl ...........................
lance corporal
LI .............................
Light Infantry
Lieut ...
............................
lieutenant
Ltd ..
...............................
limited
m .....................................
metre
MEXE.... Military Engineering Experimental Establishment
MGB ........................
medium girder bridge

MLC ...........................
military load class
mm ......
.........................
. millimetre
MOD .......................
Ministry of Defence
MPBW ....... Ministry of Public Buildings and Works
NATO ...........
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NCO ....................
non commissioned officer
NGO .................
nongovernmental organization
No ..................................
number
OC .........................
officer commanding
ODA ..........
Overseas Development Administration
PE ...........................
. plastic explosive
plc .......................
public limited company
PMC................ president of the mess committee
PQE................ professionally qualified engineer
psyops ..................
psychological operations
PT .............................
physical training
Q ...
....................
quartering
QM ............................
quartermaster
QMG ......................
quartermaster general
QRH .................
The Queen's Royal Hussars
RA ...........................
Royal Artillery
RAF .............................
Royal Air Force
RAFVR ....................
RAF Voluntary Reserve
RE ............................
Royal Engineers
REME ..... Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers
REYC ............................
RE Yacht Club
RHQ .....................
Regimental Headquarters
RLC .......................
Royal Logistic Corps
RMA .....................
Royal Military Academy
RPG ......................
rocket propelled grenade
RRF ..............
The Royal Regiment of Fusiliers
RSME........ Royal School of Military Engineering
RMAS .........
Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst
Sgt . ...............................
Sergeant
SSgt ...
........................
Staff Sergeant
SSAFA ..... Soldiers, Sailors and Air Force Association
SNCO ...........................
. . . senior NCO
SME ................
School of Military Engineering
SQMS .............
squadron quartermaster sergeant
Sp ......................................
support
Sqn ...............
................
.. squadron
SSVC ........
Services Sound and Vision Corporation
STRE .... .......
........
specialist team RE
Svy ..... ...........................
. survey
SW .....
.........................
southwest
TA ............................
Territorial Army
TACISYS ................
tactical information system
Tn ...........................
transportation
UK ...........................
United Kingdom
UN ...........................
.. United Nations
US .....
.......................
United States
vip/VIP ................
... very important person
Wks ...................................
works
WRAC ..............
Women's Royal Army Corps
W02 ....................
warrant officer class 2
WW2 ........................
World War Two
YO ..... .......................
young officer
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Articles sent on computer disk
for publication in the Journal
QUITE a few articles are now arriving in our publications department filed on 3Y in floppy disks
AND,
WE ARE VERY HAPPY about this.
However, some considerable work is being caused because of the way text is being produced. To ease our
burden, could those intending to send information on disk take note of the following simple requirements:
* Type straight text only, ie no formatting other than a
single manual carriage return at the end of a paragraph.
· Have all text left justified only, ie not justified or centred.
· No "Capital only" headings - all headings should be
upper and lower case.
*Please read the guidelines printed on the inside front
cover of the Journal.
Our recently acquired Applemac computers can read both Apple and DOS software which makes it very
easy for us to pick up disk submissions, but we do need to know exactly which programme has been used to
produce the text ie Word Perfect, Claris, Microsoft Word etc and the version number - please include this
information on the label of the disk you send.
We thank you in advance for your cooperation.

(~

And look forward to hearing from you soon.

50th Anniversary Articles
The Editor of the Journal would be pleased to receive articles from anyone who took part in
projects during the aftermath of WW2, or have something interesting to relate of happenings
during the year of 1946/7, with a view to their publication on or near to the 50th anniversary
of the event. Accounts of later events are also welcome as they can be kept for publication in
the appropriate issue,
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